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Abstract
Accelerated by the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and corresponding restrictions
on gatherings, virtual trade shows gained importance and attention. This thesis aimed to
expand the understanding of the success factors of physical and virtual trade shows.
Therefore, a success factor framework for physical trade shows was created using existing
insights from the literature. In-depth interviews were then conducted with professionals
for the framework’s validation and transfer into the virtual environment. These professionals were from different companies and industries and had already gained initial experiences with virtual trade shows in B2B. The conceptual framework for physical trade
shows comprises the success factor categories strategic management, sales and promotion, booth personnel, and booth design and experience. The findings revealed that most
of these success factors were valid for their virtual counterpart. For the latter, however,
further factors must be considered. In addition to the technical stability and user-friendliness of the event platform and digital competencies on both the exhibitor and trade show
organization side, a fundamental understanding of expectations toward and behavior in
virtual environments is crucial. Content must contain additional value compared to the
information on the exhibitor’s website, and its availability should reach beyond the traditional event schedule. Visitors seem to expect a certain channel for interaction, too. Finally, due to the ongoing development of different virtual trade show concepts, exhibitors
and trade show organizations might benefit from cooperating in planning such an event.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
The unexpected emergence and rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic highly affected
societies, politics, and economies worldwide. Instead of general drivers of change, such
as stakeholder expectation and information availability, commonly affecting only specific
market ecosystems at a time, this sort of external turbulence challenged the worldwide
economy at once (Hartmann & Lussier, 2020). Immediately, multiple facets of the way
businesses were conducted for decades faced tremendous challenges. The interaction with
internal and external stakeholders, which previously included face-to-face contact to a
considerable degree, was required to change after personal distance regulations had been
put in place. Consequently, there was and still is a call for digital business transformation,
attaching even more importance to this success factor of today’s businesses (Grover &
Sabherwal, 2020; Li, 2020; Sein 2020; Harrison, Gavin, Plotkin, & Stanley, 2020).
Trade shows represent an excellent opportunity for businesses to personally meet many
prospects and customers in a short period and conduct business with them (Gopalakrishna
& Williams, 1992). In this work, trade show stands for all related terminology that has
been used in the literature, such as trade fair, exhibition, and exposition. Their origins are
dated back to the ancient times of the Bible. Trade shows, particularly with an international character, came up toward the end of the 19th century in Germany, the US, and the
UK (Tafesse & Skallerud, 2017; Seringhaus & Rosson, 1994). Especially in B2B, trade
shows still play an essential role in the marketing communications mix (Tanner &
Chonko, 1995; Gopalakrishna & Lilien, 2012). Their cost-effectiveness compared to
other sales activities and marketing instruments has been highlighted multiple times in
existing research (e.g., Carman, 1968; Banting & Blenkhorn, 1974; Gopalakrishna & Lilien, 1995; Smith, Gopalakrishna, & Smith, 2004). On the other hand, there are also some
obvious downsides. High overall cost and difficult success measurement are only the
most salient ones (Gopalakrishna, Lilien, Williams, & Sequeira, 1995). Moreover, Carman (1968) emphasized in his early work that direct competition for customers must not
be neglected since competitors often participate as well. Time, cost, and distance to the
trade show led to non-attendance on the visitor side (Rosson & Seringhaus, 1995). Nevertheless, trade shows evolved into a central marketing tool, especially for B2B with
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stable growth. As early as in the 1970s, when trade show research was in its infancy,
growth was reported (e.g., Carman, 1968). This trend continued until 2019, for instance,
the revenues of German trade show companies increased by approximately 21% since
2015 (AUMA, 2021), while the value of the B2B trade show market in the US increased
by 19% in the same period (Statista, 2020).
However, the COVID-19 pandemic abruptly brought this business to its knees. Major
trade shows all around the world were canceled by April 2020. Since the greater ones
typically attract thousands of people worldwide, the situation will likely not change until
2022 to maintain health security (BBC, 2020; Messe Frankfurt, 2021). In Germany, for
example, where trade shows traditionally obtain an important role, only 114 of 355
planned trade shows for 2020 were hosted. Total numbers of exhibit space, visitors, and
exhibitors declined by around 72% each compared to the corresponding previous events
(AUMA, 2021). In the US, the trade show market registered a similar picture (CEIR,
2021). The challenge of change for trade shows, claimed by Kirchgeorg, Jung and Klante
(2010a), seems to have gained more momentum ever since. Therefore, even before the
pandemic, some companies started to shift to virtual trade shows. According to a survey
conducted by CEIR in June 2020, 81% of the canceled physical trade shows were replaced
by a virtual version (CEIR 1, 2021). Initially, this tool came up as a counterpart to an
excess of demand over the availability of physical trade shows (Lee-Kelley, Gilbert, &
Al-Shebabi, 2004). Notably, less cost and easy participation (without location and time
zone constraints; Edge, Ghosh, & Liang, 2020) seemed to be immensely appealing to at
least adding this concept to the traditional trade show business. Since trade shows are
brands owned and maintained by trade show organizations (Jin & Weber, 2013), the latter
needed a suitable alternative to their traditional concept for the pandemic period. After
COVID-19’s outbreak, of course, this has been the only known alternative and, thus,
gained immense importance. Consequently, an increasing number of companies exhibited
at such events to the best of their knowledge (Conerly, 2021).
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1.1 Problem statement
After urgently hosting virtual trade shows when the pandemic spread, exhibitors and trade
show organizations reported terrible experiences with recent virtual trade shows (e.g.,
Terpitz, 2021; Eventfex, 2021). In addition to a potential lack of experience with this
marketing tool, research could not have helped the exhibitors and trade show
organizations. Despite the virtual trade show’s at least theoretical existence for over a
decade, research about them is considerably scarce. Additionally, the majority is only
predictive (e.g., Lee-Kelley et al., 2004; Kirchgeorg et al., 2010a). They seemingly
existed only as a possible future scenario or marketing gimmick for technologically
advanced companies or industries for over a decade. Only a few recent examples are
based on empirical findings of actual events (e.g., Gottlieb & Bianchi, 2017, Edge et al.,
2020). The concept’s novelty is further confirmed by its absence in the recent
comprehensive digital marketing literature (e.g., Kingsnorth, 2019). Taken together, there
is a knowledge gap concerning factors influencing the success of virtual trade shows.
Nevertheless, there is a solid research base about different aspects of traditional physical
trade shows. After multiple claims for research about the effectiveness of trade shows and
its measurement, various corresponding studies have been conducted (e.g., Gopalakrishna
& Williams, 1992; Tanner & Chonko, 1995; Bloch, Gopalakrishna, Crecelius, & Scatolin
Murarolli, 2017). Although frameworks exist that comprise success factors (e.g.,
Gopalakrishna & Williams, 1992; Seringhaus & Rosson, 1994; Rosson & Seringhaus,
1995; Hansen, 1996; Tanner, 2002; Kirchgeorg, Springer, & Kästner, 2010b; Lee & Kim,
2008), they seem to miss out on conveying a comprehensive picture of all factors
influencing success throughout the steps of the trade show process.

1.2 Research questions
This study addresses the factors impacting virtual trade show success. Therefore, it follows three research claims. First, Tanner and Chonko (1995) stated that companies might
not be taking full advantage of what physical trade shows offer. They are only viewed as
secondary instruments, which may also apply to virtual trade shows. Second, Gabisch
(2015) suggested future empirical research about the determinants of virtual trade show
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performance. Third, Gottlieb and Bianchi (2017), who explored the required capabilities
for exhibiting at virtual trade shows in their study, demanded validation of their findings
of virtual trade shows in other contexts (e.g., various virtual trade show types, B2B markets, another country, various target participants). Success, or effectiveness, can be
broadly defined as “[…] the degree to which a predefined objective matches an achieved
objective independent of the input. If a predefined objective has been achieved it is effective and this constitutes success” (Kottmann, 2002, from: Gottlieb, Brown, & Ferrier,
2014, p. 90).
Since virtual trade shows arose from their physical counterpart, the latter will represent
the starting point for research. This approach is based on Dholakia and Reyes’ (2013)
perspective that “[…] any question about virtual worlds is as much a question about the
real world, and that categories like ‘virtual’ and ‘real’ are historically and materially contingent” (Dholakia & Reyes, 2013, p. 1581). Consequently, the first research question
reads as follows:
1. Which factors determine the success of physical trade shows, and how are they
related?
Based on the determined success factors of physical trade shows, the second research
question can be addressed. It targets the transfer of the gathered insights into the context
of virtual trade shows:
2. Are the success factors of physical trade shows valid for virtual concepts, or
do they have to be changed?
By answering the two research questions, this exploratory study will extend trade show
literature using a conceptual framework specifically focusing on success factors. Moreover, it will contribute to the research gap of virtual trade shows. It will also highlight a
structured starting point for future in-depth research about the success factors of virtual
trade shows. Lastly, practitioners who are in touch with trade shows, especially those
working for exhibitors, will receive a comprehensive overview of the success factors of
physical trade shows, which they can use to improve their performance. They will also
obtain an impression of relevant facets of virtual trade shows and the factors that might
determine success and are thus worth paying attention to.
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To answer the first research question, potential success factors of physical trade shows
will be extracted through an extensive literature review within the next chapter. It will
culminate in a conceptual framework unifying the determined success factors showing
the relation among them and the different steps of the trade show process. The review
ends with a presentation of existing research about virtual trade shows and closely related
aspects. In a second step, empirical data will be gathered and analyzed in two ways to
reflect the two research questions. On the one hand, the findings will be used to confirm,
challenge, or enhance the success factors of physical trade shows, thereby validating the
conceptual framework. On the other hand, they will serve to transfer the conceptual success factor framework of physical trade shows into the context of virtual trade shows,
representing the focal contribution of this work. Acknowledging the differences between
physical and virtual trade shows, the success factor framework proposition for virtual
trade shows may be enhanced or reduced by certain factors.
Overall, this work merely takes the exhibitor’s perspective while acknowledging those of
visitors or trade show organizations if necessary. Success always relates to the success of
exhibitors. Finally, industrial trade shows (B2B) are of primary interest. Since B2C trade
shows differ, such as in terms of objectives of exhibitor and visitor (Gottlieb et al., 2014),
they do not fall within this work’s scope of application.
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The following literature review starts with an introduction to the nature and characteristics
of trade shows. Subsequently, the various factors influencing the effectiveness of this
marketing tool will be described and grouped into success factor categories. Finally, a
success factor framework for trade shows will be created based on the different success
factors and their influence on the different steps of the trade show process.

2.1 Nature of trade shows
In the existing literature, trade shows have been defined differently, depending on the
scope of the work and their perception, respectively. This discrepancy is not surprising,
as three scientific disciplines claim an interest in trade shows, namely marketing, economic geography, and economic sociology (Tafesse & Skallerud, 2015). These disciplines and their differing interests entail two salient perspectives on trade shows. First,
the industrial marketing perspective treats trade shows as a promotional instrument. Second, the economic geography perspective sees trade shows as temporary clusters (Rinallo,
Bathelt, & Golfetto, 2017). While initial works in trade show research were primarily
concerned with the promotional perspective, precisely sales and contracting, other aspects, such as information acquisition, gained increasing importance (Haon, Sego, Drapeau, & Sarin, 2020). The primary purpose of trade shows shifted from transactional
(selling) to informational (Kirchgeorg et al., 2010b; Mensah & Lestyo, 2012). Although
the implications from economic geography and sociology may help to better understand
and evaluate topics from the industrial management (Rinallo et al., 2017), this work primarily sees trade shows from the marketing perspective to answer the research questions
because both economic geography and sociology have no primary interest in economic
success (e.g., Power & Jansson, 2008; Moeran, 2011).
To acknowledge the complex nature of trade shows but prioritize the industrial marketing
perspective simultaneously, the exchange-based view of Tafesse and Skallerud (2015)
will be applied to define trade shows and characterize them. Hence, trade shows are “[…]
strategic exchange mediums, whereby various tangible and intangible items are exchanged among different market actors” (Tafesse & Skallerud, 2015, p. 795). Compared
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to other definitions (e.g., Banting & Blenkhorn, 1974; Bonoma, 1983; Kirchgeorg et al.,
2010b), it comprises the essence without trending toward specific aspects. In their work,
they identified five major exchange functions.
First, the transactional function represented the central one in the early days of trade show
literature. Influenced by the traditional concept of trade shows and the fact that most visitors had full buying power, transactions on and related to the trade show embodied the
overall goal and primary evaluation criteria. Nowadays, trade show literature applies this
lens rarely. For example, Ling-Yee (2006) considered connecting a customer’s buying
activities with a supplier’s selling activities as the primary purpose of a trade show. Others, even sales-focused articles, shifted the purpose, such as Blythe (2002), for whom the
only selling activities in the booth from a key account perspective are securing initial
contact and networking. However, trade shows’ relative importance in influencing transactional decisions must not be neglected (Parasuraman, 1981).
Second, there is the informational function. Trade shows offer the possibility of exchanging all kinds of information, such as about new products and services or new contact
persons, through all four information sources (personal, impersonal, commercial, and
non-commercial; Moriarty & Spekman, 1984). This exchange of information within the
temporary cluster environment of a trade show also enhances the knowledge and learning
of participating actors (Rinallo & Golfetto, 2011). Moreover, the importance of informational aspects led to a merge of conferences and seminars with trade shows (Chlodnicki,
Leszczyński, & Zieliński, 2011; Leszczyński & Zieliński, 2009).
Third, trade shows contain a social function. The cluster structure facilitates not only the
exchange of information but also social exchange. Particularly, their reputation of being
a neutral territory (neither at the customer’s nor at the seller’s location), an accelerator of
internationalization, and a critical knowledge hub represents solid ground for networking
(Evers & Knight, 2008). Moreover, the atmosphere in trade shows encourages socialization behaviors and strengthens the social network and the commitment of their members
(Sarmento, Simões, & Farhangmehr, 2015). Therefore, trade shows suit the increasing
emphasis on relationships between exhibitors and visitors stated by Berne and GarcíaUceda (2008).
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Fourth, there is a symbolic function of trade shows. Although some appear and disappear,
there are trade shows with a relatively long history. Furthermore, since trade show organizations within an industry sector usually remain the same throughout the years, and many
exhibitors and visitors remain loyal, a trade show is more than a temporary cluster or a
single event. Power and Jansson (2008) spoke of cyclical clusters or continuous cycles of
events with different importance but interrelations. This characteristic goes along with
the networking function, which also develops due to these interrelations. As trade shows,
especially large international ones, represent significant events for specific industry sectors, they can even obtain the role of field-configuring events (Lampel & Meyer, 2008;
Moeran, 2011).
Finally, there is also a cultural function. In addition to the different cultural backgrounds
of exhibitors and visitors, trade shows develop their cultural context since there seems to
be a difference of meaning inside and outside the exhibition hall (Blythe, 2002). This
context shapes the interactions mentioned above in a unique way (Sarmento et al., 2015).
Rinallo, Borghini, and Golfetto (2010) even spoke of a representation of rituals of their
underlying industry.
Power and Jansson (2008) labeled the different functions of trade shows as spaces but
categorized them similarly. However, they added recruitment as an independent function,
which is more an accessory fostered by the cluster structure.
Apart from different aspects of trade shows, there are also different categories to characterize them further. Research has shown that these categories are essential, as they represent the evaluation criteria upon which exhibitors and visitors decide to attend, which will
be elaborated later. The most salient categorization criteria are customer type (B2B vs.
B2C; Banting & Blenkhorn, 1974), industry scope (vertical vs. horizontal; Banting &
Blenkhorn, 1974), and geographical orientation (Seringhaus & Rosson, 1994). The differentiation into limited-service and full-service trade shows (O’Hara, 1993), referring to
the coverage of the sales process, seems to be obsolete, as the direct selling purpose decreased in importance. B2C trade shows differ from B2B trade shows in terms of exhibitor’s and visitor’s objectives (Gottlieb et al., 2014).
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Banting and Blenkhorn (1974) applied the terminology of vertical and horizontal industries in the context of trade shows. Vertical stands for one single industry, while horizontal
stands for multiple industries within one group (see Table 1). Consequently, four trade
show categories are theoretically possible and practically existent (Shoham, 1992).

Table 1: Trade show types according to industry focus
Visitors
Exhibitors
Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

Focused shows:
Exhibitors and visitors are from the same industry

Multi-industry visitors:
Exhibitors are from one industry; visitors from
diverse others

Multi-industry exhibitors:
Exhibitors are from different industries; visitors
from the same

Diversified trade shows:
Exhibitors and visitors are from different industries

Based on Shoham (1992)

Furthermore, Serringhaus and Rosson (1994) adapted the classification of trade shows
from the association of the German trade fair industry (Ausstellungs- und MesseAusschuss; AUMA) according to their geographical orientation. They differentiate between regional, national, international (e.g., Europe), and global trade shows, each addressing a different target market scope. Correspondingly, the visitors, as well as exhibitors and their products, may differ. The market type can also be used for further distinction, such as Tafesse and Korneliussen (2011) did in their research about differences of
trade show requirements in emerging markets.
Generally, research agrees on the benefits and drawbacks of trade shows, independent
from different reasons for exhibition, respectively visitation. Appendices 1 and 2 give an
overview of which ones have been identified for exhibitors and visitors.
Despite the perception of trade shows as cyclical clusters (Power & Jansson, 2008), they
can be treated as single events. Regarding the already complex nature of a single trade
show event, it may even be recommendable to take this view, especially when examining

2 Literature review

the planning, organization, execution, and evaluation of trade shows. Since this work is
concerned with the success factors of trade shows, this specialization will be necessary.

2.2 Success factors of trade shows
Tanner (2002) reported few differences between exhibition practices of exhibitors who
believed that they have been successful and those who did not. This would mean that
success depends on perception only and not on strategic planning, well-reasoned decision-making, and execution excellence. This standpoint is in clear contrast to other existing research that determined the success factors of trade shows, as it will be elaborated
subsequently. The following Section 2.2. gives an overview of the success factors that
have been identified in trade show literature. These can be grouped into four main categories: strategic trade show management, sales and promotion, booth personnel, and
booth design and experience.

2.2.1 Strategic trade show management
Strategic trade show management is concerned with activities that must be conducted to
align corporate marketing objectives with trade show exhibitions. Thus, it unifies the initial situational analysis, the formulation of trade show objectives, the definition of a trade
show strategy and performance measurements, the trade show selection, and the planning
of trade show activities. The strategic planning process must be systematic and structured
(Kirchgeorg et al., 2010b), for example, to avoid the common issue of a discrepancy between pre-set goals and actual practices (Tanner & Chonko, 1995).
The content, form, and timing of the strategic trade show management process should not
be treated independently but must be integrated into the exhibitor’s overall marketing
communication mix (Bonoma, 1983; Kirchgeorg et al. 2010b; Kellezi, 2014). Hence, all
essential considerations mentioned above can be derived top-down (Tanner, 2002), starting from the company’s business model and corresponding vision and values. Finally,
trade shows are one tool to meet a company’s objectives and should be compared to and
measured against other marketing tools (Bonoma, 1983). To keep an overview of the
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trade show management, Tanner and Chonko (1995) recommended centering this responsibility with one dedicated person, if possible (or a team in case of more extensive trade
show dedication).

2.2.1.1 Situational analysis
The situational analysis focuses on factors of the exhibitor’s internal and external environment influencing trade show success. To begin with, general exhibitor characteristics,
such as firm size and exhibiting experience, are seen as potential determinants of trade
show effectiveness (Skallerud, 2010). Moreover, an exhibitor’s resource endowment may
influence success. Resource-rich exhibitor firms can also use synergies within their organization to increase effectiveness, while resource-poor exhibitors may be well advised
to focus on specific objectives promising high returns, such as at-show personal selling
(Ling-Yee, 2007). Vertical trade shows were attributed with higher potential for effectiveness than horizontal ones (Kerin & Cron, 1987; Gopalakrishna & Williams, 1992).
Kerin and Cron (1987) categorized the influences on trade show performance according
to industry, company, and trade show strategy. The former comprises characteristics of
the exhibitor’s industry environment, such as the total number and the number of new
competitors and the stage in the industry life cycle. Market-related characteristics, such
as annual sales volume, number of customers, customer concentration, and technical complexity, belong to company influences.
The terms “exhibitor” and “visitor” indicate only participation modes at trade shows, not
buying and selling purposes per se (Hansen, 1996). Although business relationships generally entail transactions, a too narrow view of trade shows, such as the presented one of
Ling-Yee (2006), does not acknowledge the whole scope of the event, as elaborated in
the previous chapter. From the visitor’s perspective, when selecting and evaluating trade
shows, there is no clear-cut distinction between the overall evaluation of possible trade
shows to visit and the evaluation of one specific trade show to decide whether to attend
(Berne & García-Uceda, 2008). Large firms even have annual budgets for trade show
visits (Rosson & Seringhaus, 1995) that must be considered.
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There are three major actors in a trade show: exhibitors, visitors, and the trade show organization. As this work targets the success factors for exhibitors, the latter perspectives
will only be emphasized when necessary. It will be assumed that the trade show organization guarantees an ideal platform for exhibitors and visitors and that further success is
entirely dependent on them. Han and Verma (2014) stated that exhibitors and visitors of
trade shows are two different groups and have different mindsets and objectives that must
be aligned to ensure mutual success.
Han and Verma (2014) argued the requirement of an Eureka moment on the visitor side
when meeting the exhibitor. Rosson and Seringhaus (1995) broadly spoke of trade show
attendance as a vehicle for visitors to acquire knowledge and prepare for the future. The
researchers already treat the transactional component (i.e., making a purchase), as less
important. This shift away from transactional is even more visible in recent trade show
research, such as Sarmento et al. (2015), who examined the socialization episodes in
terms of information exchange and social exchange between exhibitors and visitors from
the latter’s perspective. Appendix 3 gives an overview of visitors’ objectives in attending
trade shows.
Although the expectations and objectives of exhibitors and visitors are manifold, there
are differences in their general importance. As mentioned previously, making at-show
purchases, which used to be of high importance, has continued to decline. Recently, Haon
et al. (2020) confirmed the claim of information gathering and networking opportunities
as being the most important for visitors on trade shows. The latter is also considered a
key provider of satisfaction and positively influences the probability of repeat visitation
of the trade show. Moreover, Whitfield and Webber (2011) came to similar results, giving
the number of exhibiting companies, the discovery of new products, and the attainment
of technical advice high importance while challenging the relevance of comparing market
prices, attending workshops, and finding out about competitors in terms of satisfaction.
Although trade shows enable unforeseen connections of visitors and exhibitors, Gopalakrishna, Roster, and Sridhar (2010) registered that all visitors in their sample stuck to
their initial agenda plans by visiting booths that displayed products they were interested
in.
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Visitors can and must be clustered to set realistic objectives and approach them appropriately (Bello, 1992; Tanner & Chonko, 1995; Kästner, Springer, & Kirchgeorg, 2011). In
addition to their objectives, other criteria have been found and applied in the literature.
However, these were primarily one-dimensional focusing on one criterion (see Table 2).

Table 2: Clustering criteria for visitors
Clustering criteria

Source

Relationship (existing, new)

Gopalakrishna & Lilien (1995)

Interest level (active, curious, passive)

Tanner (1994)

Agenda relation (agenda-related, non-agenda-related)

Bloch et al. (2017)

Membership of buying centers (current buyer, potential buyer, non-buyer)

Tanner & Chonko (1995);
Godar & O´Connor (2001)

Company size

Bello (1992)

Job background (technical, financial, managerial)

Tanner & Chonko (1995)

Stakeholder type (in relation to purpose of trade show: selling, promotion, network)

Rosson & Seringhaus (1995)

Contextual variables (firm size, position in the value chain, degree of standardization in production and distribution structure)

Schuldt & Bathelt (2011)

Management level (in relation to company size)

Rosson & Seringhaus (1995)

Demography (young, old)

Mesah & Lestyo (2012)

Number of visitors per company
(in relation to purchasing willingness/technology implementation)

Rosson & Seringhaus (1995)

Nevertheless, there are also more complex examples, such as Gopalakrishna et al. (2010),
who segmented visitors according to the number of booths visited, the agenda-relatedness, sequence stability, the type of information sought (transactional vs. technical), and
their purchasing role (no role, recommendation, final say). They identified five salient
visitor segments with different characteristics: basic shoppers, enthusiasts, niche shoppers, brand shoppers, and apathetic shoppers. In a second step, the researchers also examined visitors’ behavior in relation to the product variety on the booth (narrow, medium,
wide), the booth accessibility (one-sided, two-sided, three-sided, four-sided), and the
booth size (small, medium, large).

2 Literature review

2.2.1.2 Exhibitor’s objectives and strategies
Exhibitor’s trade show objectives are essential for success (Bellizzi & Lipps, 1984; Kerin
& Cron, 1987; Browning & Adams, 1988). Without them, success cannot even be measured (Kirchgeorg et al., 2010b). Consequently, they form a basis for strategic management steps, such as trade show selection (Bonoma, 1983). Han and Verma (2014) only
saw one fundamental objective, independent of trends or technology, namely, the facilitation of interaction between exhibitors and visitors toward a mutually favorable business
outcome. This broad approach may not be recommendable for the strategic planning process, as objectives should be accurately defined to facilitate easier budget planning. This
includes breaking them down to the corporate unit or brand and expressing them in content, scope, timing, and focus (regional, customer segment; Kirchgeorg et al., 2010b).
Since an exhibit unifies several media, such as graphical elements, sales personnel, and
collateral support materials (Cavanaugh, 1976), the objectives should also be consistent
across these.
Objectives may differ between the exhibitors depending on factors such as the relative
newness of the product, the nature of the competitive marketplace, and the company’s
market share (Gopalakrishna & Lilien, 1995). Cavanaugh (1976) recommended setting
objectives considering six dimensions: exhibitor’s purpose (corresponding message), target visitors, exhibition scope (local, regional, national), the balance of efficiency and effectiveness, competition’s approach, and budget as well as measuring considerations.
However, these dimensions relate to various corporate communication objectives, often
leading to an overload of trade show objectives (Seringhaus & Rosson, 1994). Hence, it
is vital to maintain a suitable and concise objective formulation (Kästner et al., 2011).
The two categories of selling and non-selling objectives (Greipl & Singer, 1980) and subsequent yet unspecified objectives are shown in Table 3. Different opinions about the
distinction between the purposes of objectives reveal that they are not independent but
interrelated, whereby the relations may be in the form of consensus, compatibility, or
conflict (Bruhn, 2009). A failure to take this into account can lead to eventual ineffectiveness (Kirchgeorg et al., 2010b). Skallerud (2010) reported more formalized planning
and objective setting when hosting a joint booth than an individual one. The latter, however, appears to be better for fostering image-building activities.
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When the objectives have been defined, strategies must be formulated to guide the subsequent activity planning (Kästner et al., 2011). The only categorization of trade show
strategies was done by Seringhaus and Rosson (1994), taking four potential goals of the
overall marketing strategy and deriving the corresponding target groups, communication
objectives, trade show objectives, and exhibit style. However, this example only represents a showcase of how to define and compose strategies. The division into product maturity (new vs. old) and target customers (new vs. existing) and their combinations appear
too broad to use without further specification. Ling-Yee (2007) suggested integrating
salespeople in the planning and implementation process of trade shows, as primarily resource poor exhibitors might benefit from increased sales productivity which, in turn,
might increase overall profitability.

Table 3: Objectives for exhibitors to attend trade shows
Objectives for exhibitors to attend trade shows
Selling objectives:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Identifying prospects
Create awareness in new prospects
Presenting the sales message
Qualifying prospects
Establishing relationships with prospects
Introducing new and modified products/lines
Testing new products (especially non-portable ones)
Provide product demonstrations for evaluation
On-the-spot technical problem solving
Serving current customers
Reinforce existing customer relationships
Stimulate add-on sales
Commit to callback or sale
Direct sales

Non-selling objectives:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Widen exposure
Gathering competitive information
Counter participation by competitors
Improving/ maintaining corporate morale
Enhancing corporate image
PR
Find new ideas or applications
Recruit personnel

Based on Carman (1968); Bonoma (1983); Gopalakrishna & Lilien (1995); Hansen (1996), Herbig,
O’Hara, & Palumbo (1997), Blythe (2002); Kerin & Cron (1987)
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2.2.1.3 Effectivity measurement
To evaluate the success of a trade show, effectiveness needs to be defined (Seringhaus &
Rosson, 1994), requiring appropriate measures to check whether the pre-defined goals
have eventually been reached. The choice of the measures depends not only on the exhibitor’s objectives (exhibitor’s purpose) but also on the trade show purpose and the evaluation purpose (Carman, 1968). Williams, Gopalakrishna, & Cox (1993) recommended developing precise measures to overcome the difficulty in measuring trade show performance.
For the development and implementation of the performance measures, Carman (1968)
determined a five-step evaluation technique. First, the objectives of exhibiting must be
defined and weighted as appropriate. Second, accurate and detailed measures of the audience must be gathered (from trade show organization and company records). Third, a
pretest of the exhibit is recommended. Fourth, the exhibit must be evaluated in the show
setting (combined effectiveness and isolated exhibit effects). Finally, in combination with
internally generated cost data, the trade show can be evaluated (compared to other shows,
previous shows, other show media, and the exhibits among themselves).
Performance measures can be broadly grouped into quantitative and qualitative, subjective and objective, and absolute and relative (Kerin & Cron, 1987; Williams et al., 1993;
Gopalakrishna & Lilien, 1995). Gopalakrishna and Williams (1992) further spoke of input and output measures reflecting investments and returns. Especially for non-selling
objectives, subjective measures may be more appropriate and feasible. Although these
are subjective, they can be used for further calculations by applying an appropriate Likert
scale (Gopalakrishna & Lilien, 1995). Appendix 4 shows measures that can theoretically
be used to evaluate trade show performance.
In addition to these measures that mainly reflect at-show performance, it is beneficial to
assess the effectiveness of pre-show (marketing) activities and the results of the postshow follow-up (Herbig et al., 1997). The database for the measures mentioned above
consists of collected business cards, observations (Banting & Blenkhorn, 1997), and numbers provided by the trade show organization (Bellizzi & Lipps, 1984; Herbig et al.,
1997). Useful extensions may be the feedback of audience surveys, interviews outside the
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exhibition hall, and mail questionnaires after the show (Carman, 1968). Subsequent feedback from visitors represents an additional valuable source (Bonoma, 1983).
Subsequently to the single measures in Appendix 4, there are aggregated measures. For
example, Gopalakrishna et al. (1995) adapted the return on investment to the trade show
context. Therefore, direct sales and attitudinal or cognitive effects, other elements of the
marketing communication mix, and the qualification time of a customer are taken together and compared to the initial investment. Similarly, Bettis-Outland, Cromartie, Johnston, and Borders (2010) calculated and analyzed the return on trade show information.
It results from benefits from the acquisition, dissemination, and use of information gathered at the trade show. It should facilitate a complete picture of the effects of gathered
information within the organization in scope.
In both cases, and to complete the picture about effectiveness, the costs of trade shows
must be examined. Herbig et al. (1997) emphasized the importance of knowing all related
costs of exhibiting when making decisions. A fundamental cost split is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Trade show costs
Trade show costs
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Space rental costs
Creative costs of designing the exhibit
Set-up and tear-down costs
Costs of constructing the exhibit
Costs of maintaining the exhibit
Freight and travel costs for the exhibit and personnel
Costs of personnel
Special promotion costs
Hospitality cost

Based on Carman (1968); Browning & Adams (1988)

Smith et al. (2004) demanded reallocating the overall sales budget per prospected customer size and their trade show attendance behavior.
Trade show effectiveness, especially the performance of trade show personnel, can also
be evaluated using behavior-based control systems. This approach acknowledges the
complexity of trade show performance but is, of course, subjective and may be unilateral
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(from trade show manager’s perception only; Hansen, 1999). Therefore, Gopalakrishna
and Williams (1992) recommended a combination of subjective and objective measures.
There seems to be no panacea for measuring trade show effectiveness. Through trial and
error, exhibitors must find their suitable set of measures (Bellizzi & Lipps, 1984).
Finally, Herbig et al. (1997) suggested consolidating all measures and comments into a
report, which can be used for future decisions on trade show participation.

2.2.1.4 Trade show selection
Evaluating trade shows is easier for existing ones by referring to data from past years.
Nevertheless, it is vital to understand how this data was obtained and what it indicates
(Sashi & Perretty, 1992). Apart from past experiences, Rosson and Seringhaus (1995)
identified trade show organizers, industry associations, the chamber of commerce, advertisements, trade magazines, word-of-mouth, and announcements as sources of information about trade shows.
In evaluating and selecting trade show attendance, responsible managers must ask themselves why the organization should be represented at the trade show (Tanner & Chonko,
1995). The criteria in Table 5 could be used to support their decision.
Nevertheless, of course, these criteria must be enhanced by the marketing objectives of
the company and the potential resource requirement (Munuera & Ruiz, 1999). The latter
can be reduced by considering a shared booth (Skallerud, 2010). Generally, exhibitors
gain greater attention at small shows (Dekimpe, Francois, Gopalakrishna, Lilien, & Van
den Bulte, 1996). The characteristics of the target group and its perception toward these
criteria must not be neglected (Carman, 1968; Kerin & Cron, 1987; Gopalakrishna &
Williams, 1992). For example, Jin and Weber (2013) found that the destination of the
exhibition is essential when it comes to customer perception and the event’s reputation.
Lin et al. (2018) considered the interaction quality between exhibitors, visitors, and the
trade show organization as relevant for success, thus including an actor widely neglected
within this work. Although this work focuses on exhibitors’ success, the trade show organization works as a facilitator of success.
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Table 5: Trade show selection criteria
Trade show selection criteria
General criteria:
➢ Type of trade show
➢ Convenience of location
➢ Convenience of timing
➢ Trade show reputation
➢ Experience with/reputation of trade show organizer
➢ Competitor representation
Audience quality:
➢ Proportion of decision makers among visitors
➢ Proportion of visitors in the target market
➢ Show limitation to specific types of exhibitors
➢ Number or percentage of new contacts compared to previous trade show
➢ Screening of visitors
Audience quantity:
➢ Number visiting exhibit
➢ Extent of promotion by show organizers
➢ Past shows audience size
Display location:
➢ Booth position/location on the floor
➢ Ability to specify/negotiate size, location, etc.
➢ Aisle traffic density
Logistical aspects:
➢ Easy registration or pre-registration
➢ Security
➢ Easily available move-in/out assistance
➢ Move-in/out facilities

Based on Browning & Adams (1988); Berne & García-Uceda (2008); Munuera & Ruiz (1999)

2.2.1.5 Activity planning
To reach the pre-defined objectives, multiple activities can be emphasized. In his study,
Hansen (2004) categorized them into sales-related, information-gathering, relationshipbuilding, image-building, and motivation. These build upon dimensions of trade show
activities he defined in earlier work, declaring the sales-related ones as outcome-based
and the latter as behavior-based (Hansen, 1999). Shoham (1992) created a similar but
smaller set of activities and grouped them according to visitor’s buying process stages.
Appendix 5 gives an overview of the set of activities from which to choose from.
Finally, the activities can also be categorized according to the stages of participation (preshow, at-show, post-show). In this case, the table in Appendix 5 must be extended by preshow activities (formulation of objectives and strategies, the definition of measures, trade
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show selection) which have been examined already, as well as by the follow up of identified and documented leads and the trade show performance assessment, both representing typical post-show activities (Hansen, 1996).
The objective and scope of activities must certainly incorporate the corresponding boundaries and preventions and the desired effect regarding the competitors. The informationgathering activities, for example, aim to improve the release and acquisition of knowledge
and hinder undesired knowledge flows (Rinallo & Golfetto, 2011). Besides, these activities should maintain entry barriers for other companies, such as the ones defined by Ford
(1980).

2.2.2 Sales and promotion
The sales and promotion perspective has a long tradition in trade show literature, covering
a whole set of different subjects, such as a salesperson’s resource base for show selling
(Bello & Lohtia, 1993) or trade show characteristics and buying behavior influences
(Tafesse & Korneliussen, 2012). Therefore, sales and promotion correspond to the terms
personal and non-personal information sources used by Bello (1992).
Participation at trade shows should be combined with other instruments of the marketing
communication mix (Kirchgeorg et al., 2010b). Thus, trade shows are almost by default
a mix of direct selling and advertising. While the former is induced by salespeople who
usually are part of the booth personnel, the latter is not related to people but incorporated
in the promotion and booth design (Gopalakrishna et al., 1995). Trade shows have been
declared a potentially cost-effective tool for prospecting, presenting the sales message,
establishing relationships, and qualifying prospects (Gopalakrishna & Lilien, 1995),
which are all selling objectives. Smith et al. (2004) stated that the overall profitability of
an exhibitor could be enhanced by effective communication with the prospects and customers over time. Therefore, Haon et al. (2020) suggested planning trade shows around
the buying stages and buying center roles which further developed O’Hara’s (1993) concept.
Bello and Lohtia (1993) recommended targeting the salespeople’s interest toward attending members of the buying center while avoiding spending too much time on attendees
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who lack buying authority. Within the buying center, salespeople must also adapt their
sales message to the unique interests of each member (e.g., administration orientation vs.
production orientation), which is called adaptive selling (Bello, 1992). On the other hand,
Parasuraman (1981) emphasized that other (non-purchasing) departments deserve attention and the investment of at least some promotional effort after careful analysis as they
may indirectly influence the buying center.
Selling activities are merely conducted at the trade show and in the aftermath, the latter
being, according to Lee and Kim (2008), the most focal management variable of success.
Smith et al. (2004) claimed a potential efficiency increase in personal selling activity on
trade shows. Because purchases are nowadays made post-show rather than at-show, purchase intentions must be pushed instead to increase purchase probability. Haon et al.
(2020) confirmed this attitude demanding a strategic focus instead of pursuing short-term
purchases. At-show promotional investments may be indirectly beneficial (Sridhar et al.,
2015). Blythe (2002) noted that for key account sales structures, the possibility of selling
no longer exists. Therefore, it is not crucial for success which stage of the buying process
the visitor is in (i.e., awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, adoption), as trade shows contain advantages for each of them (Shoham, 1992). On the contrary, Gopalakrishna and
Lilien (1995) reported a decrease in the cost-effectiveness of trade shows toward the evaluation and selection phase but a slight increase for providing performance feedback of
the product or service.
Most promotional activities are pre-show. Pre-show promotion is considered an important
influence on trade show effectiveness and image building in general (Dekimpe et al.,
1996; Herbig et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2004; Lee & Kim, 2008). Lee and Kim (2008)
stated that pre-show promotion has a more significant impact on actual visits to the booth
than at-show promotion (e.g., distributing souvenirs and promotional materials).
Moreover, it increases the likelihood of qualified professionals visiting (Berne & GarcíaUceda, 2008). It typically includes direct mail or advertising (Smith et al., 2004) referring
to special offers in the booths (Blythe, 2002). However, exhibitors targeting senior-level
management must acknowledge that standard promotional tools (e.g., sales literature) are
instead primarily used by middle management (Bello, 1992). Again, the target group
analysis seems to be crucial. Bellizzi and Lipps (1984) further urged investing in post-
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show campaigns to reach full potential. Eventually, no investment in informing buyers is
sunk since they all carry forward information from all prior stages in the buying process
in their decision-making (Sridhar, Voorhees, & Gopalakrishna, 2015).
Time (pre-, at-, post-show) is not the only moderating variable for selling and promotional
activities. Godar and O’Connor (2001) derived personnel requirements, display configuration (location in the booth), and promotional mix from the different visiting motives of
buyers. Sridhar et al. (2015) gave the customer type (prospect vs. existing customer) an
influential role in moderating the impact of marketing efforts throughout all three trade
show process stages (e.g., the effect of post-show contacts on purchases is higher for
current customers than new ones).
In terms of communication in general, the critical role of relationships between exhibitor
and visitor cannot be neglected (Schuldt & Bathelt, 2011) since the effects of socialization
episodes reflect relationship quality (Sarmento et al., 2015). Especially in the case of
complex products and services and a small supplier circle, close relationships seem beneficial (Ford, 1980).
To create relationships, relationship learning must be fostered and managed, consisting
of mutual information sharing, sense-making, and relationship-specific memories development being all three non-selling objectives (Ling-Yee, 2006). The quality of the outcome depends on three related dimensions: Trust, satisfaction, and commitment (LingYee, 2006; Sarmento et al., 2015). Trust, in turn, may be related to Ford’s (1980) factors
of experience, uncertainty, and distance. Exhibitors might benefit from investing time and
effort to begin the relationship (Ford, 1980), which implies formulating common objectives with the specific target visitor and implementing and monitoring subsequent actions
(Ling-Yee, 2006). Another way of facilitating socialization is events (Sarmento et al.,
2015). Typical in-stand events are demonstrations (especially for technological products),
social events (e.g., cocktail hours after the official opening hours), and entertainment
events (e.g., comedy shows; Rinallo et al., 2010). Although it is common to invite solely
senior managers to social events, they may be appropriate for all management levels
(Bello, 1992). Han and Verma (2014) also suggested associating trade shows with the
exhibitors’ annual meetings and conferences to benefit most from the combination of
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commerce and education. However, these additional events exceed the scope of this work
and fall under event marketing research instead.

2.2.3 Booth personnel
The importance of booth personnel as a success factor for trade shows was already
claimed by Carman (1968), emphasizing the ability to communicate to the visitor to cause
a desire for current or future purchase. Similarly, Gopalakrishna and Williams (1992)
underlined the importance of booth personnel for lead generation, while Seringhaus and
Rosson (1994) emphasized qualified personnel on the booth. Tafesse and Korneliussen
(2012) named sales staff services one influential determinant of purchase incidence on
trade shows. Therefore, the staff should be knowledgeable, helpful, and accessible, which
encourages customers to buy more. However, it must be mentioned that this effect is
higher for new customers (Sridhar et al., 2015).
Williams et al. (1993) spoke of booth contact and defined three subsequent influencing
factors: number of personnel on duty, staff selection, and training. The latter is further
specified in the qualification of leads, booth etiquette, exhibit objective, dress code, dealing with press and competitors entering the booth, understanding audience profile, booth
duty schedule, usage of lead taking systems, and boothmanship techniques.
There is no generally applicable calculation for an ideal number of people in the booth.
Nevertheless, it is seen as a success factor (e.g., Shi & Smith, 2015). Bloch et al. (2017)
spoke of different effects caused by the number of people, and Smith et al. (2004) emphasized the influence of trade show exposure on personnel (precisely salesforce) allocation and deployment decisions. Examples of scattered research on staff count are Bellizzi
and Lipps (1984), considering an investment in more personnel as potentially more effective; Dekimpe et al. (1996) stated that personnel density (number of salespeople in
relation to booth space) positively affects booth attraction effectiveness; Tanner and
Chonko (1995) recommended enough personnel to allow breaks and avoid an empty
booth; and Skallerud (2010) discerned more personnel on individual booths than on
shared ones. Finally, the phenomenon of early departure of visitors before the last day
must be considered for staffing (Han & Verma, 2014).
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However, more research has been conducted concerning staff selection. Rosson and
Seringhaus (1995) identified negative experiences caused by inadequate booth personnel
as a reason for not attending trade shows. Generally, all booth staff members should be
characterized by similarity to the visitor, attractiveness, friendliness (Bloch et al. 2017),
functional and formal capacity to initiate relationships (Berne & García-Uceda, 2008) and
the possession of adequate knowledge regarding products and business model (Tafesse
& Korneliussen, 2012). Salespeople, who are usually part of every booth staff, should
also have a technical background (seen as the most critical issue), strong interest in the
product, experience in the field, the capability of demonstrating the featured products,
and an approachable appearance (Rosson & Seringhaus, 1995). Tafesse and Skallerud
(2015) recommended unifying different levels of technical and managerial capabilities
within the trade show team. Thus, salespeople alone might not be sufficient to meet the
visitors’ expectations. A recent study by Haon et al. (2020) claimed that current staffing
practices might not be optimal. Although visitors mostly prefer interaction with information-rich exhibitor staff (e.g., R&D and production), exhibitors tend to overstaff their
teams with management and people from sales or marketing. Similarly, Whitfield and
Webber (2011) stated a positive relationship between technical personnel in the booth
and the likelihood of repeat visitation. Nevertheless, it is beneficial to integrate salespeople in booth staffing and plan the whole visitor experience (Tanner, 2002). Bello (1992)
solely recommended making booth staffing dependent on the visitor´s characteristics and
demands.
Tanner (1994) analyzed trade shows from a selling perspective and related performance
to the micro-environment characteristics (characteristics of location and visitors) and
salesperson characteristics. The subsequent influence factors on the latter, namely objectives, experience, and training, are likely to apply to booth personnel in general. The objectives of the booth personnel must, of course, be congruent with the exhibitor´s predefined trade show objectives (Bellizzi & Lipps, 1984). Herbig et al. (1997) demanded
individual performance plans to safeguard each staff member’s focus. Concerning the
experience, Shi and Smith (2015) differentiated between organizational and individual
trade show experience and asserted a positive relation between both types of experience
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and trade show performance. They recommended compensating lacking experience with
additional booth staff training leading to the last facet of this success factor.
In addition to careful booth personnel selection and appropriate performance control,
Herbig et al. (1997) identified training as necessary for success. The role of training is
considered superior to staff density, booth design and location, and at-show activities and
promotion (Lee & Kim, 2008). Although sales and behavior training that acknowledges
the exceptional environment seems reasonable (Witt & Rao, 1989), Tanner (1994) only
reported an effect of training on the time to engage visitors, not on adaption capabilities
and actual performance. Concerning the training approach, Tanner and Chonko (1995)
considered it most important to teach boothmanship, perhaps treating technical product
knowledge as self-evident.

2.2.4 Booth design and experience
Booth design aspects play a role in attracting the target visitors (Gopalakrishna et al.,
2010) and thus facilitate trade show success. The atmosphere on the booth and the displayed product assortment are influential determinants of purchase incidence (Tafesse &
Korneliussen, 2012) and learning and knowledge acquisition through cognitive stimulation (Rinallo, 2010). Carman (1968) already claimed a positive relationship between trade
show success and the booth location and the ability of the booth to attract visitors and
create interest in the displayed products. Similar to the previous success factors, booths
must be designed in alignment with the trade show objectives (Bellizzi & Lipps, 1984).
Independently of design aspects, booth attraction effectiveness is determined by firmspecific characteristics (e.g., firm size) and industry characteristics (e.g., fast-moving/short life cycle industries in comparison to slower-moving ones; Dekimpe et al.,
1996). Rinallo et al. (2010) further analyzed this issue and related it to design decisions.
They reported a tendency of visitors to start their route at market leaders’ booths followed
by regular suppliers. Consequently, the former tends to be large and often closed, as these
exhibitors need to screen many visitors. However, smaller suppliers need to attract the
usually smaller share of the remaining visitors coming from the market leaders’ booths
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by attractive and open booth designs. Therefore, preliminary market analysis (strength of
competitors, home vs. foreign market) is crucial.
Besides, a larger booth size, a well-designed booth, live demonstration, product selection,
and distributed product literature are interrelated factors attracting visitors and creating a
lasting impression in their minds (Williams et al., 1993; Rosson & Seringhaus, 1995).
While Dekimpe et al. (1996) confirmed the influence of the booth size on attraction effectiveness, Lee and Kim (2008) challenged its importance and recommended securing a
good booth location instead.
Visiting a booth and processing information in it is a multifarious experience. Hence,
exhibitors must consider potential sensorial overwhelming, information overload, and
physical fatigue when planning and executing the booth experience (Rinallo et al., 2010).
At the same time, it is crucial to change the booth design and the related intended experience regularly to impress visitors and thus be remembered by them (Rosson & Seringhaus, 1995). This approach, of course, needs experimentation with design and product
display options (Tafesse & Korneliussen, 2012).
Booth space is dedicated to three main functions: Product display, professional interaction, and socialization (Rinallo et al., 2010). When designing the booth, Bloch et al.
(2017) identified three categories of environmental features: spatial layout and functionality (e.g., exhibit size, form, decoration, layout, materials), ambient factors (e.g., lighting, scent, auditory conditions), and signs, symbols, and artifacts.
The complexity of interrelated design aspects is reflected in the literature, where concrete
implications are scarce. Gopalakrishna et al. (2010) found that most visitors visited booths
that were open at all four ends. Apart from this, recommendations are general, such as
Tafesse and Korneliussen (2012) demanding an eye-catching and physically attractive
design and spacious booths that can accommodate visitors and allow interactions.
In addition to the general booth design, product presentation plays a key role and deserves
individual attention. Products must be presented appealingly (Tafesse & Korneliussen,
2012) and allow for inspection (Berne & García-Uceda, 2008). Tafesse and Korneliussen,
2012) stated that large product assortments in the booth positively affect purchasing behavior. In addition, they recommended the display of more alternatives in the same
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product category, if possible. Whitfield and Webber (2011) assumed a positive relationship between the range and number of new products displayed and future attendance of
visitors but spoke for refocusing the exhibitors' efforts away from enhancing the range of
products available for immediate purchase.

2.3 Conceptual framework
After elaborating on the different factors influencing trade show success, a conceptual
success factor framework for physical trade shows can be created as declared in the first
research question. Compared to other frameworks, such as from Gopalakrishna and Williams (1992), Seringhaus and Rosson (1994), Rosson and Seringhaus (1995), Hansen
(1996), Tanner (2002), Kirchgeorg et al. (2010b), or Lee and Kim (2008), the design of
this framework sets a clear focus on the different factors while leaving actual strategy
considerations and activity composition open (see Figure 1). Hence, it represents a comprehensive framework that might be transferrable into the context of virtual trade shows.

Figure 1: Success factor framework proposition for trade shows

Compiled by the author
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Although different arrows represent the success factors, they are likely to be interrelated.
For example, Godar and O’Connor (2001) showed a combination of booth personnel and
promotion, as well as booth design.

2.4 Virtual trade shows
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, virtual trade shows existed almost exclusively in the
literature as a possible future scenario or rare alternative of trade shows (e.g., Herbig et
al., 1997; Lee-Kelley et al., 2004; Geigenmüller, 2010; Kirchgeorg et al., 2010a; IAEE,
2016). The predicted occurrence of virtual trade shows has been, as mentioned, accelerated by the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. It has been prophesized before that
digital technology will play an increasingly important role in trade shows, especially regarding efficiency (e.g., attendee tracking, social media marketing, additional interaction
through mobile apps) and sustainability issues (e.g., receiving information via podcasts,
emails, webinars, testimonials, and social media instead of printed magazines and brochures; Gopalakrishna & Lilien, 2012; Han & Verma, 2014; IAEE, 2016). This development which initially started by using the internet as an efficient marketing tool for basic
information exchange in terms of pre-show promotion, at-show selling, and post-show
follow up (Gottlieb & Bianchi, 2017), basically follows the demand of Kirchgeorg et al.
(2010b) and Edge et al. (2020) to combine trade show participation with other communication instruments. At the beginning of virtual trade show research, virtual trade shows
were carefully defined as trade shows conducted in cyberspace (Lee-Kelley et al., 2004).
A sounder definition came later from Geigenmüller (2010), seeing them as “[…] webbased platforms where customers, suppliers and distributors can get together virtually at
any time and from any place” interacting “[…] entirely in a multimedia-based environment comprised of textual, visual, and acoustical elements” (Geigenmüller, 2010, p. 286).
The role of virtual trade shows in the marketing communication mix, especially compared
to conventional physical trade shows, is still obscure. Some companies use virtual trade
shows to promote superior physical ones, others as a complement of the former (Gabisch,
2015). Dholakia and Reyes (2013) proposed an integrative future of real and virtual instead of replacing the physical. Therefore, they demanded acceptance of virtual reality
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and virtual culture as part of reality and culture. Consequently, a new mixed reality will
form where real and virtual co-exist (Saren, Harwoood, Ward, & Venkatesh, 2013). In a
similar vein, Geigenmüller (2010) treated virtual trade shows as a complement tool, arguing that face-to-face interaction cannot be substituted. Edge et al. (2020) also saw them
as an extension of online marketing activities built, however, according to trade show
principles. Both pieces of research confirmed Lee-Kelley et al.’s (2004) early assumption
of an independent tool with its own identity and status.
Han and Verma (2014) identified multiple variations of virtual trade shows with a different degree of virtual technology usage, from hybrid concepts to customized virtual trade
show concepts and potential holographic trade shows. In addition, some trade show concepts transform the physical environment of trade shows into a virtual one, comparable
to a computer game where avatars represent attendees (Remolar et al., 2011, 2015).
The benefits of virtual trade shows are similar to their physical counterparts. Exhibitors
can increase revenues, brand awareness, and credibility and gain market intelligence and
access to new, respectively distant markets. On the one hand, the virtual channel, independent of the visitor´s actual location, can attract a broader visitor base, thus increasing
cost-efficiency (lower cost per lead; Sharda, Sikolia, Thomas, & Sambasivan, 2015). On
the other hand, the target audience, hard-to-reach people, can be exclusively invited,
which increases overall audience quality (Geigenmüller, 2010; Edge et al., 2020). Additionally, the mediating digital technology offers additional benefits, such as automatic
translation in chat conversation to overcome the language barrier (Sharda et al., 2012).
When using both, Gabisch (2015) assumes positive effects of virtual on physical trade
shows.
The challenges of this instrument are the difficulty of attracting potential customers, technological problems, communication misinterpretation, miscommunication, a lack of social interaction, poor social etiquette, the potential threat of online intruders, vulgarity,
unprofessionalism, and the challenge of measuring effectiveness (Geigenmüller, 2010;
Gottlieb & Bianchi, 2017; Edge, 2020). While the latter is partly simplified, as the capturing and clustering of visitors are easier online (through their published data), it is probably more challenging to evaluate their needs and genuine interest. Furthermore, the
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effectiveness of the virtual design is difficult to measure, especially in the case of sophisticated concepts. Bloch et al. (2017) suggested an approach using Centrality of Visual
Product Aesthetics, which can also be applied to virtual designs and consists of the dimension’s perceived value assigned to superior design, level of design acumen, and
strength of response to design elements. Regardless of the measurement, Geigenmüller
(2010) apprehends a cost reallocation instead of a cost reduction caused by the required
human, physical, and organizational resources, and customer relationship management
(CRM) processes and systems. Independent of the instrument itself, the general risk of
sensorial overwhelming (Rinallo et al. 2010) can lead to digital fatigue (Miseviciene, Rimavicius, & Makackas, 2020) and information overload and thus must not be neglected.
The latter seems to generally increase, facilitated by digital technologies (Han & Verma,
2014).
In the case of opportunities for interaction with the visitor, Han and Verma (2014) reported opposing opinions. On the one hand, exhibitors believe that technology will offer
new ways of interaction, facilitating the care of visitors and even facilitating face-to-face
interaction. On the other hand, exhibitors are afraid to lose valuable face-to-face interaction and relationship building (enabling long-term business opportunities). This concern
confirms Schuldt and Bathelt (2011) and Sarmento et al. (2015). While the former considered face-to-face communication and computer-mediated communication still mutually exclusive, the latter saw an influence of digital technologies on relationships making
them more mechanical. Consequently, the allowance and encouragement, respectively,
of human interaction may become a competitive advantage. Geigenmüller (2010) would
take the impact on the creation and development of relationships for measuring virtual
trade shows’ effectiveness.
If an exhibitor decides to participate at a virtual trade show, six aspects must be considered and elaborated. These are virtual strategy development, virtual customer acquisition,
virtual customer loyalty, virtual customer experience, cross-channel integration, and virtual channel governance (Gottlieb & Bianchi, 2017).
Virtualization requires a company to reconfigure its resources and competencies (Mazurek, 2012). These resources and competencies shape the two dimensions of virtual
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experience, namely functionality and psychological factors, defined by Klaus (2013).
While the former covers technical attributes (usability, product presence, communication,
social presence, interactivity), the latter is concerned with the user’s attitude (context familiarity, trust, value for money).
In terms of functionality, it appears to be essential to acknowledge the differences in the
existing endowment of appropriate equipment and experience in virtual environments
compared to physical ones (Edge et al., 2020). Nevertheless, even in technically wellendowed and digital-savvy companies, an understanding must be developed of how to
create value in virtual environments (Geigenmüller, 2010). Especially when the virtual
trade show concept resembles the physical one, what can be done virtually and how must
be made intuitively recognizable for the visitor who faces constraints related to the technology (2D-screen, screen space; Sharda et al., 2012). In addition, support in the form of
system administrators may be needed for assistance, direction, and coaching (Edge et al.,
2020).
On the social side, Cheon (2013) emphasized the importance of flow experience and interaction for the virtual experience. Hence, the designers of the virtual worlds should focus more on social aspects (i.e., improving involvement levels) instead of improving the
technical side in terms of interactivity and vividness. The attitude of treating this tool as
a simple game must be replaced by seeing them as a transformational technology (Saren
et al., 2013). Emotional stimuli may facilitate the general acceptance of this tool
(Geigenmüller, 2010). Marketing concepts need to target trust, interaction, authenticity,
simulation, and meaning (Saren et al., 2013). Rinallo et al. (2010) confirmed this claim,
noting, in the context of physical trade shows, the importance of cognitive stimulations
for learning and knowledge as well as the possibility of interaction with other participants
and the sense of community. Regarding interactions, Edge et al. (2020) again suggested
the need for assistance, but here in the form of a virtual moderator regulating content and
discussions to facilitate relationships. Furthermore, Sharda et al. (2012) posed the question about appropriate interaction behavior (e.g., what kind of interruption by the exhibitor would visitors tolerate and to what extent?).
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Factors influencing the effectiveness of virtual trade shows have not been appropriately
identified. There are only some scattered claims in existing research referring to success
factors.
First, Sharda et al. (2012) emphasized the importance of privacy and data security when
operating in an online environment and inviting customers to sign up and participate.
Second, the motivations of an exhibitor’s (prospect) customers must be analyzed. If the
travel and the on-site booth experience are dominant, they may not be interested at all in
participating in a virtual trade show (Sharda et al., 2012). Geigenmüller (2010) suggested
additional mentoring to foster customers’ competencies and motivations for exchanging
information virtually.
Third, the orientation of an exhibitor regarding information-based marketing, networking,
and customer integration in structures and processes, as well as the connectedness and
level of collaborative commitment, are considered determinants of success (Geigenmüller, 2010). The trade show goals must be congruent with the virtual trade show experience, acknowledging the unique environment when setting goals instead of just copying
general marketing or physical trade show goals (Gabisch, 2015).
Fourth, as attendees commonly stay in their offices for virtual trade show attendance,
planning the event to avoid distractions is crucial (Sharda et al., 2012). Therefore, specific
staff training might benefit exhibiting companies which corresponds to Tanner and
Chonko (1995) preferring boothmanship training.
Finally, Han and Verma’s (2014) and the IAEE’s (2016) demand for closer cooperation
between exhibitors and trade show organizations may also apply to virtual trade shows.
Designing the exhibit floor to increase traffic flow and unifying identified needs of clustered exhibitors and visitors after checking their willingness to adopt new technologies
appear to be a solid base for planning and executing a virtual trade show. Because, as
Sharma and Patterson (1999) stated, the organization of trade shows is complex and needs
full industry support to expedite success for all participants.
The Center for Exhibition Industry Research (CEIR) recently published a report containing suggestions for future virtual trade shows based on lessons learned from recent events.
Regarding the planning of such events, a team with appropriate competencies should be
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formed to build on the strengths of the tool. Goals and strategies should be formulated
before selecting the virtual trade show, such as in the case of physical trade shows. Moreover, the virtual trade show platform should be analyzed carefully before selecting. Besides, testing the equipment and platform before the event might be beneficial. The most
salient recommendations concerning the actual trade show concept are the provision of
on-demand and live content and the possibility of engagement and interaction. Lastly,
training of all stakeholders and close communication between them is considered necessary for being successful (CEIR 2, 2021).
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As previously mentioned, existing research in this field is not sufficient for reliably answering this paper’s research questions. Furthermore, the broad emergence of virtual
trade shows is a relatively new phenomenon catalyzed by the recent COVID-19 pandemic. An explorative approach appeared to be most suitable since the nature of virtual
trade shows and the corresponding contribution of exhibitors vary. Consequently, the interview sample addressed this variety containing exhibitors who participated with different concepts in virtual trade shows of different natures concerning the used platform. The
sample consisted of five different virtual trade show concepts attended or hosted (in the
case of Alternative) by 18 B2B companies selling physical products and operating in different industry sectors. Four virtual trade shows were hosted in Germany replacing
planned physical events (see Table 6). Moreover, 17 of the exhibiting companies are German. The remaining Icelandic company hosted its virtual trade show with a virtual booth
as the planed physical trade show was canceled. Therefore, this work follows Gottlieb
and Bianchi (2017), demanding empirical research about virtual trade shows in other contexts. In total, 22 in-depth interviews were conducted with employees of different functions who have been involved in the virtual trade show process (see Appendix 6). Of the
22, 17 (the ones with German counterparts) were conducted in German, and the remaining
five were conducted with representatives of the Icelandic company in English.
The interviews were semi-structured, took between 15 and 40 minutes, and consisted of
two parts representing the two research questions. First, the companies’ physical trade
show concepts and their opinion of success factors were scoped. Related protocol questions were: How do you usually plan, conduct, and evaluate physical trade shows? Which
factors do you perceive as most important for trade show success? The gathered empirical
data will be used to confirm, challenge, or enhance the identified component of the conceptual success factor framework. Second, the companies’ experiences with planning,
executing, and evaluating virtual trade shows and their opinion on success factors and the
future of this marketing tool were targeted, which refers to the second research question.
Related questions from the protocol were: How did you set up a concept for this new
tool? Which factors led or might have led to success? How would you describe the future
of virtual trade shows? These insights, in turn, will facilitate a basic understanding of the
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nature and interrelation of success factors specific to this tool. These will then subsequently be unified in a success factor framework proposition for virtual trade shows.

Table 6: Virtual trade show concepts within the sample
Trade show

Date

Industry sector

Virtual trade show concept

Formnext
connect

10.-12.11.2020

Additive manufacturing

➢
➢

IDX_FS

15.-17.03.2021

Catering

➢
➢
➢

ISH online

22.-26.03.2021

HVAC

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Geotherm
online

24.-25.06.2021

Geothermics

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Seafood Expo
Global

Canceled
21.-23.04.2020

Fish processing

➢

Trade show platform connected visitors with individual offers of exhibitors through register (landing
page principal)
Live conferences
Trade show platform connected visitors with individual offers of exhibitors through register (landing
page principal)
Communication possibility between exhibitors and
visitors
Live presentations and interviews
Trade show platform connected visitors with individual offers of exhibitors through register (landing
page principal)
Offline pre-test
Match making to connect exhibitor and visitor profiles
Shake hands option for confirming mutual interest
Booking option for meetings with exhibitor´s personnel
Live presentations with possibility of live chat
Fully virtual environment (similar to computer
game)
Different booth types with customizable modules
Offline pre-test
Visitors and exhibitors as avatars
Option for video calls and chats
Live conferences
Private independent events based on virtual trade
show approach

Alternative_1
Alternative_2
Alternative_3

Compiled by the author

Due to restrictions related to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the interviews could not
be conducted in person. Thus, video conferencing and its recording function were primarily used with respect to the technology’s characteristic issues defined by Salmons (2015),
such as adjusting the camera and microphone appropriately and maintaining eye contact.

3 Methodology

Two interviewees insisted on not being recorded. In both cases, notes were taken during
the interview to capture the key statements. After the interviews with Geotherm_1 and Alternative, saturation was reached as the insights gained from their two different virtual
trade show approaches basically correspond to the ones of previous interviews. The subsequent transcribing of the conversations only focused on the spoken words, as other rhetorical constructs commonly used in conversations, such as those highlighted in Sidnell
(2013), are not of primary interest for answering the research questions. All names referring to the company, product, process, specific event, or interviewee have been anonymized. They are marked by italic letters.
The data analysis followed two qualitative text analysis approaches, one for each research
question. As the first research question addresses the validity of the conceptual framework created in the previous chapter, the coding categories for semantically similar paragraphs correspond to the identified success factors. Consequently, the analysis merely
resembles Mayring’s (1994) approach of structured qualitative text analysis. However,
developing a category system for the second research question, meaning identifying success factors of virtual trade shows, was predominantly an iterative process. This refers to
Kuckartz’s (2002) process of inductive category creation. Appendix 12 represents an example for a transcribed, translated (German to English), and coded interview. The code
categories are reflected in the different sections of the subsequent findings chapter.
To better understand a virtual trade show concept consisting of an entirely virtual environment, the researcher conducted an observation on virtual trade show Geotherm before
interviewing one of the exhibitors. The documentation of the observation followed the
checklist provided by Merriam and Tisdell (2016). There was no direct involvement from
the observer side (see Appendix 13).
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This chapter presents the findings of this study, and the structure reflects the composition
of the two research questions. First, the virtual trade show concepts and the contribution
of the interviewed exhibitors will be introduced. Second, the respondent´s insights on the
previously determined success factor categories of physical trade shows will be elaborated. Eventually, additional potential success factors of virtual trade shows, suggested
by the respondents, will be explained and brought into relation to each other.

4.1 Virtual trade show concepts
The trade show organizations hosting ISH, Internorga, and Formnext decided on a virtual
trade show concept allowing the exhibitors total flexibility for their concepts. Packages
were offered to the exhibitors limiting the content shown directly on the trade show platform as well as the usage of a communication tool, the number of listed contact persons,
the possibility of presenting in a live stream, and promotional support. Additional content
could have been linked to the platform presence.
Geotherm pursued copying the trade show environment in a virtual setting where people
move as avatars like in a first-person computer game. They offered different packages,
but these contained pre-set booth designs that could be customized to a certain degree.
Conferences were also part of the event (e.g., Appendix 12). The exhibitors could check
each concept before the trade show started. After the event, the trade show organizations
provided the exhibitors with automatically generated lists of the visitors who clicked on
the exhibitor’s presence. Alternative featured its own events with the first one resembling
a virtual trade show presence since the physical trade show was canceled. The subsequent
event concepts build on the initial one.

4.2 Success factor evaluation
The created success factor framework in Section 2.3 is based on existing research about
physical trade shows, elaborated in previous chapters. All respondents are experienced
with the concept of physical trade shows and were asked about them accordingly (i.e.,
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how they conducted them in the past and which factors they consider most important for
success). Some of the respondents were only responsible for the virtual trade show participation and could not specify the company’s approach for physical trade shows.

4.2.1 Findings on strategic trade show management
Major trade shows require planning and preparation time, reaching from several months
up to two years. This considerable commitment and investment of time and human capital
is founded by the popularity of the physical trade show concept and the companies’ past
experiences facilitating effectiveness evaluation. The responsibility for planning and
preparation, including all relevant stakeholders (e.g., senior management, marketing,
sales, product management, booth construction), is taken either by the general marketing
department or by a dedicated position or team. Particularly in the latter case, trade shows
are treated as part of the daily operations, a routine following an established process.
In the context of physical trade shows, no respondent explicitly explained performing a
situational analysis and a visitor analysis. This does not necessarily mean that they do not
do it at all, but it might not appear noteworthy due to their experience with trade shows.
Moreover, customers might be analyzed regularly but independent from trade shows.
Except for one respondent, all others stated that on-show selling is no longer part of the
goals when attending trade shows. Most of them do not even make any contracts at the
booth. Instead, the dominating goals refer to the launch of product innovation or brand
awareness. The innovation cycle targets alignment with the cycle of a major trade show
in their industry, as one respondent mentioned:
ISH_10: “Because normally there are always new products. And these innovations then determine how they have to be presented.”
Nevertheless, it is not easy to assess the quality and rigor of goal setting and the subsequent strategy formulation.
All the respondents agree that it is challenging to accomplish a comprehensive analysis
regarding trade show effectiveness measurement. The challenges of measuring outcomes
of brand awareness were named as one reason:
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ISH_6: “That’s just brand work that we do, and brand work is never measurable.”
Another example was the influence of trade shows on the buying process. The potential
deficit in exact goal setting may further catalyze this issue. Generally, booth traffic (number of leads) and the subjective evaluation of leads is the dominating method of assessing
effectiveness. Key performance indicators (KPI) are rarely used. Those who target selling
consolidate their revenues generated at-show. Another example was attraction efficiency.
Among the respondents, there is a visible trend of digitalizing the process of capturing
the leads and integrating them in the CRM system for the subsequent follow-up.
Few companies in scope explained that they base trade show selection on pre-set goals
and the resulting strategy. The rest considers the participation in major trade shows of
their industry as mandatory:
ISH_1: “In our industry, Frankfurt is fixed, it’s the world’s leading trade show.
Anyone who is not in Frankfurt is not known in the industry. Or has no interest in
becoming known in the industry.”
This goes along with the previously mentioned insights. Trade shows seem to not only
obtain an essential role in the marketing communication mix but also represent fieldconfiguring events for the particular industry. Hence, situation analysis, goal setting,
strategy formulation, and effectiveness measurement are shaped by the decision to participate and not vice versa.
Finally, the insights about activity planning are similar across the respondents, which is
not surprising since their trade show concept largely varies in content but not in shape.
Two exceptional concepts will be further elaborated under the findings on booth design.
Although most respondents did not explicitly highlight the importance of strategic trade
show management, they all seem to do it with rigor. It may be self-evident for some,
especially those responsible for planning and preparation, as it is part of their daily business. The order of process steps they follow seems to resemble the created conceptual
framework. However, the position of trade show selection and even the term itself may
vary if the trade show has the impact of a field-configuring event.
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4.2.2 Findings on sales and promotion
As previously mentioned, at-show selling is no longer among the trade show goals of
most exhibitors. Generally, the respondents did not go into detail about the meaning of
sales for trade show success. However, face-to-face communication and personal interaction are considered crucial for trade show success. Especially when comparing the possibilities for interaction between visitors and exhibitors in a virtual environment to those
on a traditional trade show, this success factor gains further importance (see Section
2.2.2).
When it comes to the promotional perspective, pre-show promotion obtains the central
position. Hence, the empirical data reflects what has been noted already in the literature
as elaborated in Section 2.2.2. At- and post-show promotion appear to be mainly reactive
in the form of providing information material on the booth and when following up the
leads.
Even though the respondents did not go into much detail about aspects of sales and promotion, what they mentioned basically confirmed the meaning of this success factor. Preshow promotion and personal communication were the most salient topics mentioned; for
example:
ISH_8: “[…] if we then also play on LinkedIn, Facebook, all the social media
channels, then we will also have a lot of traffic at the virtual trade show.”

4.2.3 Findings on booth personnel
Although the respondents claimed that at-show selling is not targeted, and sales issues
were not explicitly mentioned within the interviews, a look at the booth personnel allows
for stating the importance of trade shows for the sales process. Most of the companies’
interviewees staff their booths predominantly with salespeople and some even with additional support from distributors. In some cases, the team is complemented by a backoffice to support the sales team as well as personnel with higher technical expertise (e.g.,
customer service, product management). Depending on the technical complexity of the
product, the salespeople may naturally have a suitable technical background, thus
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incorporating enough expertise to approach visitors appropriately. In addition to technical
expertise, covering the main languages within the team seems to be necessary. Senior
management is also part of the booth personnel, but usually only for one day.
Only one respondent revealed that they conduct briefings before trade shows about the
defined goals, possible trends to spot, and boothmanship in general:
Internorga_2: “There are also clear briefings for the trade show events. What is
the goal? What else happens at the trade show? Particularly at such large shows
as Internorga, there are also a lot of trend topics, so that you can see what else is
going on. We are also intensively involved in preparing our employees for what
they can expect at the trade show.”
Booth personnel has not been explicitly declared a success factor for trade show effectiveness. Reasons may be perceived self-evidence of who should be present at the booth
and a reluctance to question specific employee groups´ technical expertise and boothmanship experience.

4.2.4 Findings on booth design and experience
The respondents did not challenge the impact of booth design on attracting visitors. However, clear statements about an effective design were scarce. Only the claim for a bright
and open design was made as well as the necessity of an eye-catcher.
In general, the design should reflect the strategy and might thus push the brand, which is
albeit difficult to measure:
ISH_6: “[…] we believe that it’s also something that we use to promote the brand.
Because that’s simply how it is, it’s perceived, it doesn’t have to please everyone,
it’s sometimes a bit more special, but that’s simply not measurable.”
Since a majority confirmed setting their goals and formulating the strategy around new
products, the booth design originates from the corresponding exhibits. Exhibits are known
as physical products, either running or just for display. Two respondents yet extend the
understanding by adding virtually created exhibits that can be experienced through corresponding technology. Deciding on one or the other version of exhibits likely depends
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on multiple factors, especially the type of product (machine vs. material, complex vs.
generic operation environment).
Booths standardly comprise an exhibit and a launch area where exhibitors can intensify
their conversations with interested visitors. Additionally, these may be enhanced by a
catering area whose necessity splits the opinion of the respondents. Its implementation,
of course, depends on the exhibitor’s strategy but also on the respective industry sector.
For example, at the catering trade show Internorga, exhibitors selling kitchen equipment
might benefit from having it running as a demonstration and thereby supplying food for
the visitors. In other industries, the high additional investment (e.g., booth space, personnel) is perceived critical, as the additional visitors attracted may only come for the catering and thus will not contribute to trade show success, as one respondent mentioned:
ISH_6: “So if people want to eat their way through somewhere else, they’re welcome to do that, but not with us.”
Booth design is perceived as a success factor, although apparent influence factors did not
go beyond aesthetical considerations.
Only one respondent mentioned events outside the exhibition hall to intensify the relationship between visitors and exhibitors. Those events are treated as an opportunity to
effectively nurture the relationship with existing customers because an invitation might
entail less visit time of existing customers in the booth, which, in turn, might facilitate
more time dedicated to prospects.

4.3 Potential success factors of virtual trade shows
To begin with, only two companies clearly stated that their participation at the regarded
trade shows was successful overall. However, some of the others did not regret their investment because they appreciate the experience and value the signal they sent to the
market by participating. The statements about Alternative’s initial approach of offering
an opportunity to the canceled physical trade shows were similar.
One third of the respondents revealed that they exhibited at a virtual trade show before
the event in scope. The others either had no experience before or experienced as a visitor
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only. All respondents unanimously stated that more experience with the format would
have let them invest more in attendance and most likely made the event more successful.
They also claimed that more experience of the trade show organization with the format
would have been beneficial. Since all of them exhibitors and trade show organizations are
relatively new in the game, they took these events as trials to learn and make it better in
the future. Their different concepts are summed up in Appendices 7 to 11. But how could
they react to increase the likelihood of success?

4.3.1 Understanding virtual experience
Understanding the experience in a virtual environment is the first identified success factor
and can be seen as the basis for subsequent ones. The experience consists of the expectations toward and the typical behavior in virtual environments.
When visitors enter a virtual environment, such as a virtual trade show, they have different expectations. Spoiled by the user experience of world-leading web services and software providers, they expect a clearly structured platform on which as few clicks as possible are needed to navigate and reach the content of interest. Apart from the structure,
the design must be appealing to keep the interest and attention of the visitor. In the context
of virtual trade shows, the opinions of the respondents differ. While some believe that
virtual trade shows should be a virtual copy of a physical trade show to be interesting,
others riposte that this approach is contradictory to the demand for a transparent and efficient structure:
Formnext_1: “We entered, driven by the pandemic, into a digital world that was
a copy of the real world and that is not the expectation, that is not the dynamic
that a digital platform has. A digital platform has very different expectations than
‘I go step by step in the digital space to the info counter and then to exhibit two.’
That’s not the digital expectation of our customers and of ourselves.”
Geotherm_1: “To be honest, I think that’s even worse, where you just have a
homepage somewhere and then you can click through from one to the other. That’s
even more boring. So if, then I would rather prefer something like it was now [3D
environment; authors note].”
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Regarding the content, visitors must gain value from visiting the virtual trade show.
Moreover, permanent on-demand content availability is related to virtual formats, which
will be elaborated in Section 4.3.5. However, exploiting the full potential of virtual technology might not automatically have a positive effect. For example, virtual simulations
created and presented by Alternative did not come upon interest from the visitor side.
Furthermore, it did not trust the simulation as it can be easily manipulated. The possibility
of personal interaction is also expected, especially since the pandemic restrictions facilitated digital fatigue. The more private the interaction, the more visitors are inclined to ask
a question and move the conversation forward.
From a behavior perspective, visitors neither show the same patterns at virtual trade
shows compared to physical ones. They decide spontaneously to participate and typically
dedicate less time for the visit, moving away from classical linear participation to ondemand participation. In addition, they likely do not show as much commitment and patience to the concept as they would do on a physical trade show, either on purpose (no
perceived value of full-time participation) or not (limited online access):
ISH_7: “Because what do I want for five days at a virtual trade show? I mean,
when you go to a trade show, you only go for one day, if at all. And online, you
can arrange it accordingly, because you’re sitting in your home office or in the
office and can take an hour or two. It’s not like you have to plan a trip or an
overnight stay.”
Similarly, the exhibitor’s personnel responsible for interacting with the visitors are
tempted by the office atmosphere to devote themselves to the daily business. Visitors,
especially unknown prospects, do not wait all day to be contacted but switch often anonymously without any interaction with the exhibitor between the different content offers:
Alternative_SSD: “[…] it is a fact that people have a certain freedom inside the
virtual trade show. I am not sure if many customers actually discovered it that
they have a certain freedom there. What happens when you go to a booth in the
physical world? You meet somebody, there is a salesperson always with you. And
maybe you don’t want to have a look around, and you want to be more free before
you maybe go more deep into something. I think in the digital world, you can beam
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yourself around, so it is more difficult for the sales, because they don’t have control over you.”
At trade shows that are not based on an entirely virtual environment, the whim of fate of
finding inspiration or unexpected informational gains is inhibited, as the classical
“strolling around” is not possible. Instead, visitors plan beforehand which content to examine but are likely to dedicate less time for each exhibitor or exhibit, respectively. The
easy switch between content modules leaves just one chance for the exhibitor to keep the
visitor’s interest and attention. However, overcapacity, regardless of the content quality,
might lead to rejection. Although personal interaction is expected (and not only through
chat-bots), it is more difficult in a virtual environment than in a physical one. This applies
to known and unknown visitors. While prospects might be inhibited because of the lack
of personal touch of contact, known visitors who are most likely existing customers would
instead prefer to use other forms of communication since they already have the exhibitor’s
contact details. Physical interaction with the product is even more challenging to integrate
into a virtual trade show concept:
ISH_6: “[…]and that was actually the biggest hurdle, that we said you can’t feel
it [the product; author’s note], you can't see it, you can’t see what the quality
behind it is.”
Lastly, understanding virtual experience also means understanding virtual trade show
concepts. This will positively affect the decision-making of whether it is the right marketing tool and subsequent selection of appropriate formats. Even though the expression
refers to physical trade shows, the degree to which these two formats can be compared is
questionable. Knowledge about advantages (e.g., attendance independent from location,
sustainability, less overall cost in most cases) should not hide the fact that particular challenges come with them (e.g., simple virtual copy of trade show concept not expedient,
enabling physical and personal interaction, causing pleasure, and preventing fatigue).

4.3.2 Advanced visitor analysis
After obtaining an impression of what people generally expect from and how they behave
in virtual environments, it is crucial to conduct an advanced visitor analysis, as visitor
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attendance directly impacts success. The concept of physical trade shows has been commonly known for decades, so every visitor has clear expectations regarding time investment, required travel, and at-show procedure. Even though exhibitors may change over
time and their booths may be different, the concept itself has been and is still stable.
Virtual trade shows, on the other hand, are a relatively new concept in most industries.
Consequently, there is an insecurity on both the exhibitor and visitor side on what to
expect. There was no opportunity to familiarize with the concept before the COVID-19
pandemic. Hence, exhibitors need to analyze the visitors beyond their interests and demands. Three central aspects must be added to live up to the new environment: the ability
(internet access availability, digital affinity) and the willingness (value expectation, appropriateness of concept) to attend a virtual trade show, and the preference of interaction.
An average craftsperson, for example, is likely to have only limited internet access, as
they do not work on a computer every day. Digital affinity is also likely to be low. Moreover, they usually enjoy the whole day at the physical trade show, receiving information
about products while being catered to. It seems evident that the willingness to attend a
virtual trade show is relatively low, and the expected value is maximally a specific, easy
to reach information about a product:
Internorga_1: “So there’s certainly an audience or a customer segment that
makes it easier to slip into the digital. Our customers are incredibly stiff and, yes,
I would say, they´re looking for what they’re used to.”
An architect, on the other hand, has internet access and most likely possesses digital affinity. Furthermore, they might even enjoy moving on the virtual trade show platform as
an avatar and exploring the exhibitors’ different offers. These examples illustrate that
even if they had the same content preference, only one would attend the virtual trade
show. Concerning the preference of interactions, exhibitors must know whether the target
visitor prefers to stay anonymous on the platform or wants to have an integrated chat,
call, or video-call function. If there are content offers for an audience (e.g., live stream),
it must be taken into account that visitors might prefer private communication and will
not share information in front of the whole audience. This inhibition was said to impair
success. That is why companies, such as Alternative, hosted short private virtual events
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for a target group or specific customers aligned with their preferences (also time preference).
Finally, it is never wrong to ask the existing customers about their preferences (e.g.,
through pre-show promotion containing a questionnaire) to conduct the visitor analysis
upon a credible database. One interviewee even mentioned a design thinking workshop
with the customer about this topic. Analyzing visitors in detail might prevent companies
from disappointing and costly participations in virtual trade shows and might secure their
future competitiveness because generations change, and so does digital affinity:
Formnext_1: “And you have to say, that worked very well because the community
was ready to act digitally. Because it’s a young audience, a younger audience, a
more agile one perhaps, more digitally agile. And then we had other trade shows,
we also had such an offer, almost nothing happened, because it didn’t suit the
customers.”

4.3.3 Technical expertise, experience, and responsibility
Physical trade shows require expertise in event planning, promotion, and execution. The
trade show organizations incorporated this expertise and developed it over the past decades as the format grew. However, virtual trade shows demand different expertise. Although they have the event character, the planning and execution of the concept require
an understanding of virtual environments and corresponding technical knowledge and
skills. When the pandemic spread, they lacked these competencies and could not compensate for this lack. Experience, as stated previously, has not been gained. The additional
pressure of keeping the event alive resulted in some disappointing virtual trade shows.
One respondent´s claim for more professionality of the trade show organization could be
fulfilled by accumulating knowledge of and experience with this particular format.
Similarly, some companies appeared to be overwhelmed when confronted with the situation of a virtual format replacing the well-known and frequently attended trade show:
ISH_6: “And of course we had to do all these things now, so it was a completely
different activity. Especially for me, who normally does all the trade show
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organization, I do a lot of stand construction, a lot of exhibit construction, it’s
rather a bit hands-on, practical. But then I had to deal with completely new formats […].”
ISH_9: “But another factor is simply this digital handling. And we all had to find
our way around it, exhibitors, organizers, and sales, and above all the visitors.”
Additionally, the degree of overall digitalization impacted the time and investment for
setting up a concept and providing professional content. Therefore, it may be beneficial
to split the responsibility for the two concepts despite them sharing the same name. This
could entail the creation of a new job requiring special competence with virtual environments, such as the respondent of ISH_3:
ISH_3: “How the whole process works at a traditional trade show is not up to me,
but it will probably be the case at many other companies as well that it’s more the
digital-savvy people who have done it now and the person in charge, who usually
organizes the trade shows, has not had access to this digital stuff there.”
However, not only the virtual trade show management responsibility needs to be rethought. Participation at virtual trade shows may positively influence the positioning of
the company toward new technologies. Nevertheless, if the booth personnel are not digital-savvy motivation and performance decreases, causing an unprofessional representation of the exhibitor. Specifically, salespeople tend to be experienced in physical environments and on the phone but struggle in an entirely virtual surrounding. Therefore,
exhibitors could take this occasion as an opportunity to train the booth personnel in digital
technologies and time management. The former facilitates a professional and effective
interaction with the visitors and further enables the personnel to educate them on how to
reach them (e.g., through pre-show promotion). The latter is necessary to prevent distraction from the daily business during the virtual trade show.

4.3.4 Cooperative planning
The poor success rate among the respondents was related to the inappropriate and immature virtual trade show concepts (e.g., unattractive landing page structure, inappropriate
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ticket prices for visitors). In the previous chapter, a lack of expertise for this technology
and the particularities it entails have been identified. Most trade show organizations ordered the concept from a third-party provider who, in turn, offers pre-designed platform
concepts. Thus, they move the concept even further away from their customers (exhibitors
and visitors). Some respondents further queried missing self-reflection, that they presented themselves in a good light even though the concept obviously failed. However,
instead of leaving the whole concept creation to the trade show organizations (and third
parties), exhibitors could cooperate with them in the planning stage. Due to the lack of
experience, trade show organizations cannot convincingly estimate and communicate the
benefits of different concepts, which would provide a sense of security to the competitors.
One respondent mentioned that early involvement in the concept planning because of a
long-term exclusive sponsorship helped them realize a quite effective concept. When both
parties’ professionals join forces and conduct research and analyses of visitors, goals, and
appropriate concepts together, the generated concept might be more effective. Eventually,
the selection process of a virtual trade show concept would become obsolete because
exhibitors would be directly involved in the concept creation process. Moreover, preshow promotion might also benefit from a common approach, as both trade show organizations and exhibitors would be inclined to heavily push what they are genuinely committed to.

4.3.5 Content significance and availability
The interviewed companies reported that they created virtual content in formats that were
not an issue before the pandemic (e.g., virtual trade shows, virtual webinars). Furthermore, previously existing web content was updated, as this information source gained
even more interest than before. The respondents confirmed the potential of virtual trade
shows to reach a broader audience independent of place and time. Simultaneously, however, the question arose as to which content to present on the virtual trade show. In comparison with physical trade shows, two different alternatives are possible. On the one
hand, it is a virtual platform where existing virtual content can quickly be posted. On the
other hand, specific content could be produced. The respondents agreed that the content
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provided must be significant, meaning that visitors must obtain an additional value of
participating in the virtual trade show. Consequently, exhibitors must create content beyond the information shared on the company website or via a call with the sales representative:
Internorga_2: “For such an event, one click, and I’m out. Yes, participation and
the end of such participation is so volatile that I think it’s more important to offer
the customer added value than to set up a fancy trade show booth.”
Considering the mentioned time dedication and interest span in virtual environments,
three factors must be fulfilled to guide and keep the visitor on the platform. First, the
design and content need to be eye-catching. Second, the virtual environment must be accessible and comprehensible, making the navigation to the topics of interest efficient.
Here, exhibitors must be aware of the challenge of keeping a compact appealing structure
while not being too superficial. Potential concepts of the respondents will be explained in
Section 4.3.9. Third, emotions and a personal touch must be included, e.g., giving presentations or live streams in a vivid, approaching way and keeping them short while forgoing
presentation tools such as MS PowerPoint. A narrative structure built upon the expectations and motivations might have a positive effect. The next chapter will elaborate more
on possibilities to maintain personal contact through interaction. As already stated, virtual
simulations may be eye-catching and show the technical capacity of exhibitors. However,
they do not seem to be a reliable tool for convincing a visitor of a product´s functionality.
Content can be created in modules that can be flexibly put together for different events
and visitor groups.
The independence of web services, which has been pointed out multiple times, contradicted some respondents with the concepts of virtual trade shows. At physical trade
shows, it is evident that an exhibitor’s presence is only available for the scheduled trade
show dates and opening hours. However, this event character and expression of exclusivity splits the opinions. While availability limited to the event might positively influence
visitor attendance, it may also effectuate the opposite. Nevertheless, it cannot be neglected that this reuse of created content, especially sophisticated virtual showrooms, is
an essential success factor for some of the companies. Compromises might be, for
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example, to launch the content just before the virtual trade show (e.g., for a pre-show
event) or leaving it online just for a limited time after the event (e.g., one proposal was
four weeks). The latter would enable visitors to follow-up information themselves, as they
are typically confronted with plenty of informational input at the show. Hence, the event
itself can be kept short. Due to the poor results of certain virtual trade show concepts, the
trade show organizations proposed hosting the whole platform again after fixing the technical issues. However, the respondents did not yet confirm their eventual support of this
idea.

4.3.6 Interaction
Expectations toward physical trade shows include interaction with people (booth personnel) and artifacts (exhibits). Obviously, the format makes it impossible to copy the experience fully. Nevertheless, the demand for interaction is seemingly valid for virtual trade
shows, which should not be treated as simple product shows:
Formnext_1: “And we also see that many of our customers who currently move
in the digital space, who organize trade shows, that precisely this format is emerging as the format where interaction, where people play a role again.”
Significant content needs interaction to complete the expected experience. As stated in
Section 4.3.1, the respondent’s opinions differ regarding the ideal design for interaction.
While some believe the virtual copy of a physical trade show to be the ideal concept,
others declare this approach a fallacy, not acknowledging the expectations toward and
behavior in virtual environments. Visitors, for example, are likely to be inhibited from
approaching unknown exhibitors’ booth personnel virtually, be it in the form of an avatar
or another communication option. Yet, those who would like to interact are likely to have
a more genuine interest. The conducted observation confirms this statement. During the
observation time, very few people started communication (which was marked for other
visitors). The great majority seemed to head to booths and conferences directly, or poise
out of the main alleys (see Appendix 13). Independently of the concept, there seems to
be a preference for personal contact, which represents a challenge for the concept of virtual trade shows. Creating an emotional connection through a suitable way of
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communication that facilitates intimacy, in turn, is likely to impact trade show success
positively. Again, the possibilities for interaction should be better than the generic ones
on the exhibitor’s websites. Moreover, a transparent platform structure facilitates the interaction (e.g., immediate connection possibility between visitor and exhibitor). Contrary
to physical trade shows, exhibitors must acknowledge that visitors obtain certain freedom
while participating at virtual trade shows allowing them to navigate anonymously (without being addressed by booth personnel).
A basis for bonding with the visitors could be providing the content with a personal touch
(e.g., filming a speaker). Polls and surveys are an opportunity for stimulating interaction
with the audience, especially during live sessions. In the case of the latter, a questions and
answer (Q&A) session after the event may further maintain the interaction. The next level
of interaction is one-on-one with an individual visitor. There, the visitor can specifically
be approached, also concerning the potential language barrier with international customers. The respondents stated that this possibility is crucial, but the communication does not
necessarily require an integrated tool on the platform since commonly used tools (e.g.,
MS Teams) offer all the necessary features. Virtual content can then enhance interaction
(e.g., going together through a virtual showroom). To give the interaction a more personal
touch, one respondent reported that they offered the visitors lunch with them as they
would typically do in the physical trade show by sending out coupons for food delivery
services.
Alternative described a difference in effectiveness between communicating with an audience and with just one specific customer. While the former is more beneficial for facilitating the first contact and basis for trust, the latter enhances the experiences of qualified
visitors.
Lastly, the possibilities of interacting with artifacts must be considered. However, transferring physical experience with material into a virtual environment is hardly possible.
Depending on the product, samples could be provided to customers together with preshow promotion.
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4.3.7 Technical stability and user-friendliness
One central factor why the respondents who exhibited at ISH and IDX_FS were not successful were technical issues with different features of the trade show platform:
Internorga_2: “I believe that the biggest challenge is to have a system that
is technically stable.”
Furthermore, the log-in process for visitors and functionality behind the match-making
function were perceived as lacking user-friendliness. Visitors who were already insecure
about the new format faced a complicated account creation to log in - doing it thoroughly
required time. Thus, many accounts were not complete, leading to ineffective matchmaking. Exhibitors, for example, received matching visitor details in all their active accounts,
which led to internal confusion of follow-up responsibility. Besides, respondents complained about incomprehensible restrictions, such as a small number of contact persons
who can be officially listed.
A virtual trade show is per se more technically delicate than a physical trade show because
of the total dependence on the trade show platform. Overall, it simply must function and
be user-friendly. The technical expertise elaborated in Section 4.3.3 likely has a positive
impact, especially on the latter. These professionals would then offer technical support
during the trade show, too. Moreover, a pre-test of the platform could lower the risk of
significant defects or disturbances during the event and could further positively influence
the exhibitor´s feeling of security.

4.3.8 Advanced effectiveness measurement
Similar to physical trade shows, the effectiveness measurement of virtual trade shows
was considered problematic. Apart from the general difficulty of defining measurable
outcomes for pre-defined goals (e.g., brand awareness), exhibitors are provided with additional data whose usefulness requires critical evaluation.
Some respondents spoke about a similarity of effectiveness measurement of both physical
and virtual trade shows. The subjective quality of leads, for example, is equal. Their number can also be counted and set in relation to the total number of visitors:
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ISH_5: “Because this [success of the trade show; author’s note] could also be
read off from the figures overall, how many visitors, we have of course benchmarked this exactly. How many contacts does the trade show generate in total?
How many sessions are held? How many visitors per session? And we put that in
relation to what we had.”
Besides, the documentation of leads, and especially their count, is more efficient in the
virtual environment. Visitors’ behavior on the platform can be quantitatively traced (e.g.,
number of clicks on an exhibitor’s presence, time spent in an exhibitor’s presence, the
download rate of documents). Lead lists can immediately be generated, leading some respondents to conclude that physical trade shows are easier to evaluate than physical ones.
Booth personnel’s performance can be traced similarly if they use the platform’s communication channel (e.g., number of meetings scheduled and conducted). If the visitor’s accounts are complete, further analyses are possible without additional effort in data maintenance (e.g., clustering of visitors according to industry sector).
However, this newly available data raises two issues. First, data protection regulations
must be fulfilled, and visitors must be enlightened accordingly. Otherwise, their perception of freedom and anonymity would be more illusions than reality. Second, the significance of the data must be treated carefully. Is a simple click count appropriate for evaluating a virtual booth’s effectiveness?
ISH_9 mentioned one system-independent approach for receiving additional data for effectiveness measurement, which is basically applicable for virtual and physical trade
shows. Adding a survey about the trade show concept to the follow-up email encourages
direct feedback from the visitors, which may be more meaningful than unrelated quantitative data.

4.3.9 Evolving concepts
The last identified success factor deals with the modification of trade show concepts. So
far, the researcher differentiated between physical trade shows and virtual trade shows
and even questioned the comparability of both concepts. Despite this, each of them might
need to change over time to meet the stakeholders’ demands.
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Physical trade shows recorded permanent growth, especially the major ones in a particular
industry, because of their concept’s stability. Even though the COVID-19 pandemic
stopped their businesses, most respondents stick to this marketing tool and believe in its
survival. They are enthusiastic about the scheduled events for autumn 2021 and claim
that their customers would have the same attitude. Formnext_2_BA expects a bullwhip
effect, meaning that as soon as physical trade shows can be hosted again, attendance of
exhibitors and visitors is likely to be over proportional for a certain period. To keep their
size, the trade show organizations cannot risk fully moving the event into a virtual environment, especially after their less than successful attempts to do so. It is also possible
that they will consolidate more to pool their competencies and increase their importance.
Yet, their unique advantages (multi-sensual experience, personal interaction with people
and material, possibility of prolonging experience outside exhibition hall, and the experience of the exhibitors) will not let this concept die. The concept can hardly be replaced
in industries where these advantages perfectly meet the exhibitor´s business models and
the products.
However, there is a demand for overthinking the traditional concept. Exhibitors, especially those not operating in the catering industry, foster a more professional, businessbased concept and move away from catering and entertainment of visitors. Alternative aims to scale down physical trade show presence and set its focus on prospects, as
existing customers could be better served through other tools. Overall, in the era of digitalization, the trend of the increasing importance of virtual concepts is set, even though
this is no panacea. Although the respondents’ first virtual trade show experiences were
not positive, they might gain importance in the future, particularly where their advantages
outplay other marketing tools. Of course, the initial concepts must evolve iteratively together with technology and customer preferences to improve performance and lead to
success for visitors, exhibitors, and trade show organizations. Hybrid concepts may facilitate the compensation of weaknesses of entirely physical and virtual ones. Thereby, two
major categories are possible: physical trade shows enhanced by a virtual component and
virtual trade shows enhanced by a physical component.
The first category could attract a more extensive visitor base because people who usually
cannot or do not want to travel to the trade show location can participate online in a certain
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way. As mentioned previously, the possibility of interaction with people and material is
a clear advantage of physical trade shows and can hardly be replaced virtually. However,
talks, speeches, and conferences could either be conducted physically and streamed live
or fully moved into a virtual environment (e.g., when participants cannot or do not want
to travel). Moreover, exhibitors can film booth tours and demonstrations, which can be
watched online. Virtual components can also be integrated into the booth design such
as ISH_7, and Alternative do it by replacing and extending physical exhibits using corresponding devices (e.g., smartphones, VR goggles). The respondents suppose that trade
show organizations could potentially add virtual components by default to the packages
they offer. Exhibitors would then automatically pay for the option and need to evaluate
whether the additional effort is promising.
The second category acknowledges what has been identified in terms of interaction. It
could be conceptualized in the form of live demonstration, presentations, tutorials, and
webinars for virtual trade shows:
Internorga_2: “I’d rather concentrate on a shorter period of time, with exciting
keynote speakers, where I’m happy to take the two hours. Instead of clicking in
there every day or two days, because maybe something is interesting.”
Either this expression of personal touch is integrated into the virtual trade show concept,
or it serves as a follow-up of genuine interest shown during the event. The exclusive
follow-up event can be customized (i.e., focusing on specific products in specific use
cases and having personnel with the required expertise present).
The virtual trade show concept, independent of the live content extension, might serve
best for small events. An example would be an event dedicated to a specific topic with
speakers as main acts and virtual content of sponsoring companies. Even more than their
physical counterpart, Alternative sees the central purpose of virtual trade shows in awareness generation and prospect acquisition.
To both hybrid categories, a pre-show event might be beneficial as genuine interest and
undivided attention are ensured. Respondents declared them more successful than the virtual trade show itself:
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ISH_6: “Because we didn’t just take part in the classic ISH, we also had some
highlight presentations. […] They were also much better than the ISH itself. During the week, we had eight events that we streamed from our training building.
You didn’t have to register; we could always tell from the number of clicks what
the results were afterwards. And our sales managers presented our innovations in
German and English within 30 or 45 minutes […].”
Eventually, a development toward virtual marketing events and virtual showrooms being
part of a company’s online presence might therefore be conceivable, too. However, it
would then be questionable whether these approaches could still be assigned to virtual
trade shows.

4.4 Summary of findings
To facilitate the subsequent discussion part, the following Tables 7 and 8 sum up the
elaborated findings. The summary is split into the two sections 4.2 and 4.3 reflecting the
two research questions.

Table 7: Findings about success factors of physical trade shows
Findings about success factors of physical trade shows
Strategic trade show management:
➢ Centralized responsibility for planning and preparation process (marketing department or dedicated team)
➢ Goal setting and strategy making according to innovations
➢ Difficulty of measuring success (often subjective evaluation of leads)
➢ Quasi-mandatory attendance replaces selection
Sales & promotion:
➢ Face-to-face communication/personal interaction considered crucial success factors (selling not among goals
of most exhibitors anymore)
➢ Pre-show promotion dominant
Booth personnel:
➢ Predominantly salespeople
➢ Importance of technical expertise
➢ Training seems to play minor role
Booth design and experience:
➢ Scarce statements about concrete design recommendations (only open and bright booth)
➢ Booths designed according to innovations and their display
➢ Booths often split in two parts: exhibitor floor and launch (catering is seen controversial)
➢ Events Training to play minor role

Compiled by the author
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Table 8: Findings about potential success factors of virtual trade shows
Findings about potential success factors of virtual trade shows
Understanding virtual experience:
➢ Expectations (clearly structured platform, efficient navigation, appealing design, value, on-demand availability of content, possibility of personal interaction)
➢ Behavior (spontaneous decision of participation, little (time) commitment, often anonymous attendance, no
strolling around, content focus)
➢ Controversial discussion about 2D- vs. 3D-approaches
➢ Exhibitors’ personnel also behave differently online (distraction by daily business)
Advanced visitor analysis:
➢ Attendance ability (internet access, digital affinity)
➢ Attendance willingness (value expectation, appropriateness of concept)
➢ Preferences of interaction (chat, call, video conference)
Technical expertise, experience, and responsibility:
➢ Lack of experience on the trade show organization and exhibitor side
➢ Requirement of technical competencies
➢ Recommendation to centralize responsibility for virtual trade shows
➢ Training of booth personnel in digital technologies and time management
➢ Education of (potential) visitors
Cooperative planning:
➢ Cooperative planning of virtual trade shows between trade show organization and exhibitors (visitor analysis,
goal setting, concept creation, promotion)
Content significance and availability:
➢ Additional value of participation (content must go beyond the one on the exhibitor´s website)
➢ Eye-catching design
➢ Accessible and comprehensible environment
➢ Integration of emotions and personal touch
➢ Controversial discussion about content availability (exclusive event character vs. on-demand mentality)
Interaction:
➢ Transparent platform structure facilitates interaction
➢ Content with personal touch enhanced by polls, surveys, and Q&A sessions
➢ Option for one-on-one communication (e.g., through MS Teams)
➢ Interaction with material difficult to replace (e.g., sending out samples beforehand, if possible)
Technical stability:
➢ Platform must work smoothly
➢ User-friendliness important (e.g., easy and efficient log-in process)
➢ Technical support required
Advanced effectiveness measurement:
➢ Additional data for evaluation (e.g., click rate, time spent on specific content, download rate of documents)
➢ Efficient lead capture
➢ Possibilities recommend caution (data protection, questionable meaningfulness)
Evolving concepts:
➢ Virtual trade shows evolve over time
➢ Hybrids form, including physical and virtual components
➢ Additional pre-show events

Compiled by the author
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The findings reveal that the exhibitors’ feedback regarding their first attempts in the field
of virtual trade shows was less optimistic than CEIR’s recent report about global virtual
event trends. While the latter, for example, ascertained that 44 % of its respondents met
their goals, and 21% even exceeded them (CEIR 1, 2021), the success rate among this
study’s sample is only 11% (just two exhibitors’ expectations were fully met). Nevertheless, potential success factors of virtual trade shows emerged from their depicted experiences, which will be discussed against the backdrop of the insights from the conducted
literature review. In doing so, the two research questions will be answered. First, the findings of physical trade shows success factors enable the validation of the created framework. Second, the defined potential success factors of virtual trade shows will be integrated into the framework, thereby transferring it into a success factor framework proposition for virtual trade shows.

5.1 Validity of the success factor framework
Overall, the analyzed data about the success factors of physical trade shows correspond
to the created framework. It appeared that this marketing tool is an inherent part of the
companies’ marketing strategies. Companies follow Tanner´s (2002) recommendation to
employ dedicated trade show managers responsible for the planning and smooth execution of trade shows. Strategic trade show management follows a pre-defined process or
routine. Its different components might be all part of it, but these are probably considered
as mundane and thus were not mentioned in detail. More importance is given to activity
planning, as goal setting and strategy formulation mainly depend on innovations. The
innovation process seems to be congruent with the cycle time of major trade shows in the
particular industry. This conspicuousness automatically leads to the major difference between the framework and the empirical data. While research suggests a logical top-down
approach where trade show selection is made according to pre-defined goals, companies
set up a trade show portfolio over the years where the major ones are quasi-mandatory.
Consequently, goals are then defined subsequently. Although most respondents seem to
follow this approach, the framework does not have to be changed. As elaborated in
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Section 4.3.9, trade show concepts, physical and virtual, will evolve and conflate into
hybrids. Without defining goals, strategies, and measurement dimensions before selecting
appropriate marketing tools and formats, companies are likely to lose track of effectiveness and efficiency. Despite considerable research about trade show effectiveness measurement and corresponding dimensions and KPIs, the findings reveal that exhibitors
barely calculate anything beyond the lead count. As in most cases, the central goals
moved away from selling, which automatically entails the number of revenues. Effectiveness is mainly assessed upon subjective evaluation of leads.
Although the ultimate goal of trade shows may be to influence future business and support
sales positively, at-show selling is no longer common practice and is even extinct in some
industries. However, one of the central success factors is face-to-face interaction for relationship building. Especially in the context of virtual trade shows where communication
and interaction are mediated, its importance is unneglectable, thereby confirming Schuldt
and Bathelt (2011) and Ford’s (1980) claim. Regarding promotion, the findings agree
with the literature. Pre-show promotion is commonly used in multiple channels, increasingly social media.
Booth personnel, clearly emphasized in literature to be a success factor, seems to gain
less attention in practice. Most of the booth teams predominantly comprise salespeople
who are considered qualified enough for ideal visitor care. Even though Tafesse and Korneliussen (2012) emphasized their advantage, this common practice might also support
Haon et al.’s (2020) concerns of overstaffing teams with salespeople, thus creating a lack
of professional expertise. However, the latter can likely be compensated by individual
experience throughout the years (Shi & Smith, 2015). Hence, salespeople may approach
most visitors professionally, and the staffing challenge becomes obsolete for the exhibitors.
Finally, the empirical data reflects what the literature already claimed. The effectiveness
of booth design is challenging to measure due to its complexity. Exhibitors’ trade show
managers experiment with appealing designs without setting any rules or guidelines in
stone which corresponds to Tafesse and Korneliussen’s (2012) claim. The rare concrete
statements favored open and bright booths containing eye-catchers, which basically
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aligns with the studies of Gopalakrishna et al. (2010) and Tafesse and Korneliussen
(2012). There seems to be an upcoming trend of replacing physical exhibits with virtually
designed ones. This design option might establish especially in cases where exhibits required considerable booth space and could not be demonstrated. It would represent a form
of hybrid approach. Events at the booth and outside the exhibition hall appear to obtain a
less critical role.
Overall, the empirical data confirmed the success factor framework for physical trade
shows generated in Section 2.3 based on existing literature. Apart from the explained
phenomenon of quasi-mandatory trade shows within an industry, the identified set of and
the relation between success factors has neither been challenged nor enhanced. Therefore,
the first research question is answered. The generated and validated framework will be
used in the second part of this discussion as a basis for virtual trade shows' success factor
framework proposition.

5.2 Success in a virtual environment
Virtual trade shows have progressed since their infancy when Edgar (2002) and Lee-Kelley et al. (2004) conducted initial research, further accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Even though the findings correspond to Gottlieb and Bianchi’s (2017) expectation
that virtual trade shows are likely not entirely replacing physical trade shows, they might
establish their role as a complementary or independent marketing tool. Benefitting from
a tendency toward more professional interaction and less entertainment, their use may
reach from a pre- or post-show event to the main event for small formats or specific,
digital-savvy industries. The event character of both tools enables the transfer of success
factors from the framework of physical trade shows into the virtual environment. Strategic management, promotion, and personnel are likely to be equivalent success factors for
virtual trade shows. One respondent, for example, aptly spoke about the promotion of
virtual trade shows:
Internorga_2: “But even there, the best event is of no use to me if no one knows
about it. So I think you have to actively promote it much more in advance.”
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The success factor’s respective facets must, of course, be adapted. Therefore, strategic
management and booth personnel, in particular, must acknowledge the difference between physical and virtual environments and corresponding effects. Booth design is replaced by virtual trade show concept design.

5.2.1 A different environment
The virtual environment is different from the physical one. Individuals enter with different expectations and behave differently. These expectations comprise the different aspects of Klaus’ (2013) dimensions of virtual experience. Behavior, in turn, accrues when
expectations meet reality. Therefore, understanding virtual experience is crucial for planning and conducting a virtual trade show. This central claim of the findings corresponds
to Gottlieb and Bianchi’s (2017) aspects to consider and elaborate when participating in
a virtual trade show. The rest of their aspects are covered by the facets of the success
factor “strategic management.” Concerning the expectations toward virtual environments, Dahlström and Edelman’s (2013) prediction is widely reflected by the findings of
this work (i.e., on-demand mentality, additional value creation, simplicity of concepts).
The respondents did not mention the customization approach, which may be traced back
to the novelty of virtual trade shows in practice and data protection issues. The opposing
standpoints about the ideal design of virtual trade shows (2D vs. 3D) have not been examined yet in existing virtual trade show literature. However, Kim and Hong (2020) recently analyzed this issue in the context of museum exhibitions. 2D designs facilitate
information transfer, while 3D environments are more entertaining. These implications
are likely to be applicable for virtual trade shows. People do not only have different expectations toward virtual environments; they also behave differently in them (i.e., commitment and patience are considerably lower). However, downsides, such as poor social
etiquette or vulgarity (Gottlieb & Bianchi, 2017), could not be ascertained within the
sample’s experiences which might be based on the professional environment of industrial
trade shows (B2B instead of B2C).
Appropriate visitor analysis must go beyond Geigenmüller’s (2010) information, guidance, and social exchange aspects. It must contain Sharda et al.’s (2012) motivational
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aspects, named willingness in the findings and the ability to participate at virtual trade
shows. Even in an era of ongoing digitalization, the latter still applies for specific jobs,
such as craftspeople, who would indeed attend a physical trade show, but are not equipped
with a computer to attend virtual events. Additionally, there might be bandwidth issues
in some regions of the world, exacerbating internet connection (Gottlieb & Bianchi,
2017). Combined with traditional visitor analysis, a solid informational base can be set
up to decide further steps in the planning process. The explained criteria can be added to
the ones listed in Table 2, facilitating a more detailed clustering of visitors. Mentoring
potential visitors in virtual competencies and motivation for such concepts (Geigenmüller, 2010) appears to be questionable because, after the pandemic, the pressure or willingness to change may not be given anymore, especially for professionals, such as craftspeople.
Virtual trade shows allow for additional capture of visitor behavior data. The privacy and
data protection Sharda et al. (2012) already demanded in 2012 gained even more importance in the meantime through legal changes in some areas of the world (e.g., the EU
data protection regulation from 2018). The findings show that this important issue did not
obtain enough attention. Before gathering this data, the visitor must be educated appropriately, and consent must be obtained. Furthermore, when analyzing the data, it must be
evaluated whether it is suitable for measuring success depending on non-quantifiable
goals. Geigenmüller’s (2010) proposal of measuring effectiveness by the impact on the
creation and development of relationships may sound reasonable but lacks a detailed explanation of which data to use. Since relationships have been considered necessary for
physical trade shows as well, the development of an effectiveness measurement approach
for physical and virtual trade shows might be valuable.
Due to a lack of experience caused by the relative novelty of virtual trade shows, trade
show organizations and exhibitors need to increase their expertise in understanding virtual environments and designing effective concepts. Additional technical resources might
be needed as well. As physical formats are likely to survive, it should be an extension
rather than a reconfiguration of resources and competencies, as Mazurek (2012) proposed. The empirical findings have confirmed the need for centralizing responsibility on
the trade show organization and exhibitor side. Thus, it might make sense to split the
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responsibilities of physical and virtual trade shows. On the frontline, training in virtual
technologies is recommendable for booth personnel, often consisting of not digital-savvy
salespeople. This corresponds to CEIR’s suggestion (CEIR 2, 2021). Besides, particular
discipline is required to fulfil the booth personnel role adequately because of the working
environment in the office or home office instead of an exhibition hall. Tanner and
Chonko’s (1995) boothmanship training thus gains a whole new meaning. Investing in
these resources and competencies supports Geigenmüller’s (2010) apprehension of a cost
allocation instead of a cost reduction. However, cost reduction has only been treated as a
positive side effect among the sample. Moreover, it may set in after the initial investment
has been taken, and optimizations have been undertaken in the long term.

5.2.2 The virtual trade show concept
Virtual concept design is comparable to traditional physical booth design in terms of complexity. Yet booth design only focuses on the exhibitor’s trade show presence. The overall
trade show concept proved successful over the years and is therefore given. Virtual trade
show concepts are on the edge of their infancy and will likely evolve adapting to the
respective industry and customer base.
To develop successful concepts, trade show organizations and exhibitors must consider
cooperating and pooling their competencies following Sharma and Patterson’s (1999) demand for full industry support. Understanding the expectations mentioned above and behaviors of their target group is likely to exceed the trade show organization’s possibilities,
even after investing in resources and competencies. Together with the exhibitors, the
overall lack of experience could be compensated, thereby confirming Han and Verma’s
(2014) and the IAEE’s (2016) demand. This cooperation might also strengthen the relationship between trade show organizations and exhibitors, which Jin and Weber (2013)
identified as critical for success.
Nevertheless, designing an appropriate virtual trade show concept is a complex task, primarily because of a tendency toward hybrid concepts combining a virtual platform with
the personal touch of physical events. Gabisch’s (2015) assumption of virtual on physical
trade shows might also be valid in the opposite direction. It appears to be only a matter
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of time until Saren et al.’s (2013) new mixed reality sets in. Yet, there is not only the
differentiation between physical and virtual. One salient example from the findings splits
events into mass and private, the former for acquiring new customers and the latter for
serving existing ones. While this approach contradicts the definition of a trade show in a
physical environment, it is much more challenging to conduct this classification virtually.
New blurred forms of hybrid trade shows will emerge tailormade for specific industries
and their stakeholders.
Regarding the virtual trade show platform, the most critical success factors, independent
of the underlying concept and architecture, are technical stability and user-friendliness.
The little commitment and imprudence of visitors ultimately let them quit if the platform
does not work smoothly. An efficient log-in and navigation on the platform complement
a user’s experience, allowing for success. In case of technical incidents, the trade show
organization must deploy its professionals to provide appropriate support to visitors and
exhibitors. As stated in the findings and recommended by CEIR (CEIR 2, 2021), a pretest offers the possibility of eradicating bugs, answering questions, and increasing the
sense of security of the trade show organization and among the exhibitors.
From the exhibitor’s perspective, content significance, availability, and interaction possibilities are crucial for a successful virtual trade show concept. The value expectation of
the visitors must be reflected in the concept’s content. Hence, content must be edited
differently than on the company’s website. Eye-catchers and narrative elements catalyze
the rise and retention of visitors’ attention. The on-demand mentality leads to an expectation of content availability that exceeds the event schedule. An approach pursuing limited exclusive content access is likely to mismatch with this mentality. Launching content
before the event, if the platform allows it, can also raise attention or complement a preshow event.
Even though Schuldt and Bathelt (2011) and Geigenmüller (2010) do not rate computermediated communication and interaction as a substitute for face-to-face, a possibility for
personal interaction is a central component of a virtual trade show concept. The more
interaction is facilitated, the less Sarmento et al.’s (2015) concerns of mechanical relationships are justified. Nevertheless, it is challenging to overcome the visitor’s inhibition
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to start communication via a mediating tool. Live streaming and video conferencing bring
the human touch into the virtual concept. Additional Q&A sessions and polls stimulate
interaction. Although simulations are the only virtual way to imitate interaction with the
material, they lack acceptance. They might gain attention but cannot convince visitors.
This challenges Saren et al.’s (2013) standpoint in the context of recent industrial, virtual
trade shows. Where possible, it might make sense to send out physical samples to existing
customers and prospects before the event. Overall, the content and interaction findings
basically align with CEIR’s (CEIR 2, 2021) suggestions.
A rough guideline for structuring the central elements of a virtual trade show concept,
either for a single exhibitor or the whole platform, could be transferred from Kim (2018),
who examined communication within virtual exhibition surroundings in museums. In the
same context, Bonis, Vosinakis, Andreou, Panayiotopoulos (2013) and Foo (2008) explored the platform architecture and customization possibilities for different visitor
groups. Although the visitors may be different in these cases, their considerations about
communication layers and platform architecture in the virtual environment might apply
for virtual trade shows, too.
The second research question cannot clearly be answered. On the one hand, the identified
success factor categories (i.e., strategic management, sales and promotion, booth personnel, and booth design and experience) are also applicable in a virtual context. However,
some of their constituents need to be adapted. In the following section, the created framework will be enhanced by virtual trade shows identified potential success factors.

5.3 Success factor framework proposition for virtual trade shows
As reflected in the naming of the two previous chapters, the identified potential success
factors can be grouped under two central topics: assessing and reacting to the virtual environment and creating a suitable virtual trade show concept. Both can be integrated into
the success factor “strategic trade show management” to a great extent. The dedicated
person or team in charge with appropriate expertise is not explicitly shown, as the model
for the physical trade shows also treats this precondition as self-evident. Understanding
the virtual environment and analyzing the potential visitors accordingly is part of the
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situational analysis. The subsequent cooperative concept creation, together with the trade
show organization, replaces the selection of concepts. Thus, the continuing emergence of
concepts, especially hybrids, is acknowledged. If these may be established in the future,
the order can be replaced by the traditional one. Goals and strategies follow the cooperative concept design because of the insecurity caused by the lack of experience with the
virtual format. Nevertheless, corporate marketing goals must be set beforehand to provide
some guidance for the subsequent steps. This contradicts the recommendations of CEIR
(CEIR 2, 2021) that suggests planning the whole program before selecting an appropriate
event. For the stated reasons, the cooperation approach might initially be superior.
The impact of the factors “sales & promotion” and “booth personnel” remain similar,
except that the name of the latter has been adapted to “contact personnel.” “Concept design” refers to the exhibitor’s concept and replaces “booth design.” However, it also influences success pre-show and post-show, since the availability of content can be extended. Figure 2 shows the eventual success factor framework proposition for virtual
trade shows.

Figure 2: Success factor framework proposition for virtual trade shows

Compiled by the author
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6 Conclusion
Past studies about virtual trade shows examined various aspects, such as exhibitors’ drivers and participation challenges (Gottlieb & Bianchi, 2017) and value creation capability
(Geigenmüller, 2010). This study aimed to address a clear gap in empirical research about
the success factors of virtual trade shows. The conducted in-depth interviews with professionals, whose companies participated at recent virtual trade shows show that the overall success factors are similar to physical trade shows, namely strategic trade show management, sales and promotion, personnel, and concept design. However, the various facets of each success factor partly differ between the two marketing tools. While the popularity of physical trade shows allows defining goals and strategy before selecting a suitable event, exhibitors deciding for virtual trade shows might benefit from actively participating in the concept creation together with the trade show organization. Goals and strategies would then be defined afterward. To pursue this approach, exhibitors and trade show
organizations must acknowledge the characteristics of experiences in a virtual environment and the target visitors’ attitude toward this tool. Therefore, specific competencies
and resources are needed on the exhibitor and trade show organization side for the subsequent concept creation.
Although the importance of digitalization and its level within companies is increasing,
the respondents merely showed tentativeness toward virtual trade shows. Their lack of
experience, failure with the initial attempt, and the insecurity about the different evolving
concepts make them cautious. After the COVID-19 pandemic, virtual trade shows still
need to establish their role in the digital marketing portfolio when the physical trade
shows come back. Against all odds, most companies showed optimism about virtual trade
shows’ future, as they acknowledge that digitalization is an ongoing process especially in
the new normal after the pandemic and upcoming generations of digital natives will set
new standards.

6.1 Theoretical contributions
This study makes three theoretical contributions reflecting the two research questions.
First, the success factor framework for physical trade shows extends existing research in
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a way that it incorporates all relevant trade show research from its origins in the 1960s
until now and explicitly focuses on the drivers of success. The framework’s composition
unifies the set of different success factors and shows their influence on the different stages
of the trade show process. Second, the findings of potential success factors enhance the
considerably small research base on virtual trade shows. Third, the created success factor
framework proposition for virtual trade shows displays the similarities and differences of
success factors between the two trade show concepts. The framework for physical trade
shows and the findings represent a basis for further research within this area.

6.2 Managerial contributions
Managers who are stakeholders in the planning and executing of trade shows, either physical or virtual ones, receive guidance in structuring the whole process, focusing on factors
driving success. The findings imply that trade show business became a routine, especially
for companies with long-term experience with this tool. Goals are, if at all, derived from
product strategies of innovations, and the last step of the strategic trade show management, the activity planning, obtains the highest priority. Of course, the latter typically
requires the most time and effort of all the process steps. Nevertheless, it may threaten
effectiveness, as goals and strategies also influence all other success factors. Following
the frameworks facilitates keeping a comprehensive view on effectiveness for both types
of events. Moreover, the adapted framework for virtual trade shows supports practitioners
without experience to better understand the tool and evaluate its requirements and potential benefits, thus preventing them from unprofitable investments.

6.3 Limitations
Certain limitations must be considered when evaluating the significance of this study’s
findings. First, the applied qualitative research methodology reveals potential immanent
biases, such as participant and researcher biases. The interviewees obtain different positions with different responsibilities and involvement in the physical and virtual trade show
process. Hence, they are likely to be limited and biased by their perspectives to a certain
degree. Second, the sample selection implies certain restrictions. Apart from one
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exception, all the sample companies are German, similar to the trade shows. Although
these companies operate internationally, and international visitors attended the events,
this issue may be a limitation. Similarly, the range of products and industries was diverse
but still limited. Finally, due to the emergence of hybrid events, far more variations of
virtual trade shows are likely to exist. A generalization of the results is justified as the
created frameworks, and the identified potential success factors are likely to be applicable
in other countries, markets, or industries as well. However, their concrete interrelation
and impact on success, must be subject to future research.

6.4 Future research
This work raises demands for further research in multiple avenues. As previously mentioned, the created success factor framework proposition requires future research of each
factor for its validation. Second, although virtual 2D and 3D environments have been
examined, their impact on visitor behavior and effectiveness in a trade show or event
context should be analyzed. Behavioral research about online consumer behavior should
extend its scope and incorporate virtual events, such as virtual trade shows. Moreover,
although treated as controversial within this work, virtual reality should be included in
behavioral research, as it is likely to increase in popularity. In a similar vein, the characteristics and possibilities of various hybrid events require further investigation to understand their suitability and effectiveness better. Therefore, the justification and future role
of entire virtual trade shows need further attention, as they have now been widely tested
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes their possibilities in complementing
a company´s marketing strategy. After recommending cooperation between exhibitors
and trade show organizations, the nature of such cooperation and their basic conditions
should be analyzed. Finally, existing trade show research lacks the employment of social
media for promotional activities, which is widely used in practice.
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Appendix 1: Benefits and drawbacks of trade shows for exhibitors

Exhibitors
Benefits

Drawbacks

Cost related:
➢ Cost-efficiency (less costly than direct sales in
comparison)

Effectiveness related:
➢ Often perceived as ineffective (no objectives and
appropriate measures)
➢ Unknown effectiveness on return per dollar spent
➢ More than 40 percent of all first-time exhibitors
fail to return the next year
➢ Typical exhibit reaches less than 60 percent of its
prospects
➢ Few exhibitors do any preshow promotion to ensure that their key prospects or customers reach
their booth (referred to as a stand at international
events)
➢ Lead qualification, tracking, and return on investment evaluation are functions unexplored by most
exhibitors
➢ Large shows are often cluttered, crowded, and
confusing environments
➢ Growing feeling that shows are boondoggles or
perks

Relationship related:
➢ Direct contact with customer (face-to-face)
➢ Possibility to overcome geographical, social, technological, and cultural distance
➢ Possibility for great common experience
➢ Possibility to overcome uncertainty
➢ Possibility for showing and demanding commitment
➢ Neutral location
➢ Probability of meeting right representative of customer’s buying center increases
➢ Positive attitude of visitors (otherwise they would
not arrive)
➢ Opportunity to build prospect list
Product related:
➢ Opportunity to introduce new product
➢ Physical display of non-portable products
➢ Discover new applications for existing products
➢ Obtain new product ideas
➢ Determine potential customer’s requirements
➢ Attraction of atypical users
Sales related:
➢ Opportunity to make direct sales
Networking related:
➢ Recruit new distributors, dealers, agents
➢ Discover new suppliers
Market related:
➢ Acquisition of foreign market knowledge
➢ Support for export entry decisions
➢ Achieving growth and diversification overseas
Brand related:
➢ Maintain visibility of company’s products and
name
Competition related:
➢ Evaluate competitor’s products
➢ Evaluate competitor’s marketing tactics

Efficiency related:
➢ High costs of participation
➢ Take salespeople away from their territories
➢ Difficulty of measuring efficiency vs. advertising
➢ The more portable a product is, the more simple,
the less tangible, the less technical, the more inexpensive a product is, the greater the likelihood to
non-exhibit
➢ Tying up too many top people at one time
Organization related:
➢ Labor problems and unions frustrate exhibiting
companies and run up costs
➢ Proliferation and excessive frequency of shows
➢ Vertical trade shows can be too narrowly focused
by the organizer on specific products/services (can
have an adverse effect on the quality/quantity ration of the event’s attendees)
➢ Horizontal expositions sometimes suffer from the
hyper market environment and can take on a carnival atmosphere
➢ Too lengthy exhibition period
➢ Permitting exhibits by firms irrelevant to the industry
➢ Poor show publicity
➢ Lack of audited attendance

Based on Banting & Blenkhorn (1974); Ford (1980), Bonoma (1983); Browning & Adams (1988); Shoham (1992); Serringhaus & Rosson (1994); Rosson & Seringhaus (1995); Gopalakrishna & Lilien (1995);
Herbig et al (1997); Evers & Knight (2008); Kellezi (2014)
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Appendix 2: Benefits and drawbacks of trade shows for visitors

Visitors
Benefits

Drawbacks

Product related:
➢ Seeking new products
➢ Discussing products with technical people
➢ Comparing alternative solutions to needs
➢ Gain hands-on experience with products and systems on display
➢ Collecting new information

Effectiveness related:
➢ Large shows are often cluttered, crowded, and confusing environments

Relationship related:
➢ Meet many suppliers in a short time

Efficiency related:
➢ Time and cost pressures
➢ Potential great distance to trade show
➢ Very brief (no time to reflect)
Organization related:
➢ Substantially under control of seller/exhibitor

Sales related:
➢ Potential for immediate follow-up

Based on Herbig et al. (1997); Munuera & Ruiz (1999); Godar & O´Connor (2001); Borghini, Golfetto, &
Rinallo (2006)
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Appendix 3: Reasons for visitors to attend trade shows

Reasons for visitors to attend trade shows

Informational:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Obtain and compare product and technical information about new and existing products
Try new products/demonstrations
See new companies
See a particular product or company
Obtain information about potential suppliers
See a particular product or company
Obtain and compare information about the prices and terms of sale
Gain insights on industry conditions or specific field of trade show
Discuss specific problems/talk with experts
Attend conferences and seminars

Social:
➢ Establish and maintain relationships with suppliers and other visitors
➢ Meet potential suppliers
➢ Share experiences and socializing with other visitors
➢ Make business contacts
➢ Network with suppliers or colleagues
➢ Be reassured, in times of crisis, by the presence of suppliers and other customers
Transactional:
➢ Make purchase
Developmental:
➢ Attend training sessions
➢ Update professional skills and thus improve their credibility within their organization
➢ Gain inspiration, new ideas and motivation (for product innovation)
➢
➢
➢
➢

Symbolic:
Take part in an important event in the industry
Attend conference programs/sessions
Be part of the community
Ritual dimension of visitor behavior
Experiential:
➢ Entertainment in any sense

Based on: Bello & Lohtia (1993), Munuera & Ruiz (1999); Godar & O´Connor (2001); Blythe (2002);
Borghini et al. (2006); Leszczyński & Zieliński (2009); Schuldt & Bathelt (2011); Mensah & Lestyo (2012);
Haon et al. (2020)
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Appendix 4: Measures for trade show evaluation

Measures for trade show evaluation
General absolute measures:
➢ Booth traffic (# (qualified) leads)
➢ New leads (% of total leads)
➢ Distributed literature (# literature units given/taken)
➢ Trade show sales (#/type of written sales orders)
➢ Post-show sales (% sales within 12 months)
➢ Time laps to sales (# months)
➢ Lead conversion (% in 12 months)
➢ Contact staff effectiveness (# leads per contact staff)
➢ Subjective achievements (Likert scale)
General relative measures:
➢ Quantity of actual sales from the leads
➢ Cost per lead generated
➢ Attraction efficiency (Target audience / # visitors attracted to booth)
➢ Contact efficiency (# visitors attracted to booth / # visitors in contact with salesperson)
➢ Conversion efficiency (# visitors in contact with salesperson / # sales leads)
Audience quality measures:
➢ Net buying influences (% audience who have final say, specify, or recommend for purchase one or more of
the types of products exhibited)
➢ Total buying plans (% audience planning to buy ≥1 of the products displayed within 12 months after the
show)
➢ Audience interest factor (% audience visiting at least 2/10 exhibits from a selected group of companies exhibiting)
Audience activity measures:
➢ Average time spent at each exhibit (Ø time spent at the exhibits / Ø number of exhibits visited)
➢ Traffic density (Ø number of visitors per 100 square feet of exhibit space (net attendance (excluding exhibitors) * Ø hours spent on the exhibit floor)
➢ Comparative traffic (e.g., # visitors coming to exhibitor´s and competitor´s booth)
Exhibit performance measures:
➢ Potential audience (% audience with a high interest in seeing a company’s types of products)
➢ Exhibit efficiency (% potential audience that receives person-to-person contact at the company’s exhibit)
➢ Personnel performance (Quality and # of exhibit personnel on duty at the booth)
➢ Product interest (% booth visitors who say they are interested in seeing the company’s types of products)
➢ Buying influence (% Ø exhibit’s visitors who claim buying influence for its products)
➢ Buying plans (% exhibit’s visitors who say they plan to buy the company’s products within the next 12
months)
➢ Memorability (% visitors who stop at an exhibit and remember doing so S-10 weeks after the show)
➢ Cost per visitor reached (Three-year Ø; direct costs of exhibiting (including amortized construction costs) / #
visitors who stop to talk to a salesperson or acquire literature)
→ CVR 1: only direct costs
→ CVR 2: including preshow promotion, personnel travel, and living and salary expenses

Based on Carman (1968); Banting & Blenkhorn (1974); Sashi & Perretty (1992); Williams et al. (1993);
Gopalakrishna & Lilien (1995); Hansen (1999)
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Appendix 5: Exhibitor´s trade show activities

Trade show activities
Sales-related activities:
➢ Test new product concepts
➢ Develop new product/market segments
➢ Make new contracts
➢ Introduce and evaluate reactions to new products
➢ Actual sales to new/existing customers
➢ Secure loyal customers through special offers at the show
➢ Introduce existing products to new customers
➢ Exhibiting as a support to other sales activities
Information-gathering activities:
➢ Search for information about competitors, suppliers, and customers
➢ Collect information about competitor’s prices, products, and strategies
➢ Carry out predefined market research (incl. export opportunities to certain markets)
➢ Search for and test new product ideas
➢ Evaluate exhibited products
➢ Identify new distribution channels/customers
➢ Exchange information and experience with our competitors, suppliers, and customers
Relationship-building activities:
➢ Service/problem solving to existing customers
➢ Maintain and develop personal contacts with existing customers (incl. exhibitor’s management level)
➢ Increase the speed and influence on the various steps in the decision process of customers
➢ Meet decision-makers with which we normally do not get in touch
➢ Associate with customers outside the trade show arena
➢ Establish relationships with potential customers who are otherwise inaccessible
➢ Maintain and develop relationships with suppliers
➢ Form strategic alliances
Image-building activities:
➢ Enhance and maintain company image perceived by customers, competitors, and professional press
➢ Market communication in general at the trade show
➢ Gain advantage over competitors who are not exhibiting
➢ Benchmark the market and competitive position and measure against competitors
➢ Exhibiting because the competitors are exhibiting
➢ Get publicity in professional press and mass media
➢ Draw attention to new products
Motivational activities:
➢ Train and develop our sales team
➢ Strengthen our sales people´s motivation (e.g., travelling abroad, break in daily routines meeting customers at
the show and outside the show area)
➢ Motivate customers/distributors (e.g., meet our sales people at the show and outside the show area)

Based on Shoham (1992); Hansen (2004)
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Appendix 6: List of interview partners

Trade show

Company

Products

Position Interviewee

Formnext Connect

Formnext_1

Synthetic materials

Central Marketing
Central Marketing interviewee

Formnext_2

Synthetic materials

Marketing Support
Business Analyst

Internorga
(IDX_FS)

Internorga_1

Kitchen solutions

Teamspeaker Marketing & Communications

Internorga_2

Kitchen equipment

Head of Media Design & Services

Internorga_3

Dishwashers

Head of Corporate Communications/Events

Internorga_4

Coffee machines

Group Leader Sales Support/Marketing

ISH_1

Sanitary equipment

Head of Sales Europe

ISH_2

Ventilation

Marketing

ISH_3

Heat pumps,
Ventilation

Market Intelligence Manager

ISH_4

Ventilation

Corporate Marketing

ISH_5

Sanitary equipment

Head of Global Marketing

ISH_6

Sanitary equipment

Marketing

ISH_7

Fittings, Valves

Media Design

ISH_8

Heat pumps

Director Sales & Key Account Management

ISH_9

Ventilation

Marketing Project Management

ISH_10

Water treatment

Trade Show & Event Management

Geotherm

Geotherm_1

Clay minerals

Product Group Manager

Alternative_1
Alternative_2
Alternative_3

Alternative

Food processing
equipment

Marketing Project Manager

ISH

Marketing Manager
Sales Director
Business Manager
Senior Software Developer, Team Leader
System Simulation

Compiled by the author
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Appendix 7: Virtual trade show concepts of Formnext connect exhibitors

Company

Virtual trade show concept

Formnext_1

➢
➢

Product-centric content modules
Multiple persons from different functions

Formnext_2

➢
➢
➢

Short image video like a pitch
Short texts with advantages and disadvantages
Three persons booth personnel (Head of Marketing & Sales, Business Analyst, Head of Innovation)

Geotherm_1

➢
➢

Predefined booth with customized modules (e.g., background, brochure stand)
Two persons booth personnel

Compiled by the author
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Appendix 8: Virtual trade show concepts of IDX_FS exhibitors

Company

Virtual trade show concept

Internorga_1

➢
➢
➢

Products mentioned in foreseen web format
Specific video with tour through company
Multiple salespersons

Internorga_2

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Specific videos, interviews, and live streams from film studio
Expert talks in certain areas with guest speakers
Option of showing products in 3D
Link to website to receive further information about products
Multiple salespersons

Internorga_3

➢
➢
➢

Product presentation videos
Emphasis on dramatic/narrative filming should keep attention of visitors
Multiple salespersons

Internorga_4

➢
➢

Customized website with videos and interviews
Multiple salespersons

Compiled by the author
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Appendix 9: Virtual trade show concepts of ISH exhibitors

Company

Virtual trade show concept

ISH_1

➢
➢
➢
➢

Virtual showroom
Product presentation videos
Using the platform communication channel only for contacting and then switch to independent formats (e.g., MS TEAMS)
Three salespeople of different business units and one managing director

ISH_2

➢

Solution-centric 2D platform with decision tree principle

ISH_3

➢
➢
➢
➢

Pre-show with same content than ISH
Videos of live presentation of exhibits on recreated booth
Approx. 15 persons had an account
Back-end team for request preparation

ISH_4

➢
➢

Product-centric videos
Approx. six available salespeople

ISH_5

➢

Focus on communication tool to show product presentation directly with to visitors

ISH_6

➢
➢
➢

Showing exhibits live via videos
360° virtual visualizations
10 people booth personnel

ISH_7

➢
➢
➢
➢

Virtual showroom
Product presentation videos
Download options for documents
No chat option, only contact details for separate communication

ISH_8

➢
➢

Live streamed pitch from company´s premises
Three people booth personnel

ISH_9

➢
➢
➢

Brand experience platform
Products were shown in different application contexts
Multiple salespersons

ISH_10

➢
➢

Pictures and product descriptions
Multiple salespersons

Compiled by the author
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Appendix 10: Virtual trade show concept of Geotherm exhibitors

Company

Virtual trade show concept

Geotherm_1

➢
➢

Predefined booth with customized modules (e.g., background, brochure stand)
Two persons booth personnel

Compiled by the author
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Appendix 11: Virtual trade show concept of Alternative

Company

Virtual trade show concept

Alternative

Seafood Expo Global:
➢ Video of booth tour on virtually simulated booth (as surrogate)
Alternative_1:
➢ Private event with visitor groups
➢ Multiple machines in scope
➢ Live demonstrations with option to ask and view virtual simulation
Alternative_2:
➢ Private event for key accounts
➢ Multiple machines in scope
➢ Live demonstrations with option to ask and view virtual simulation
Alternative_3:
➢ Private event for key accounts
➢ Narrow scope of machines
➢ Live demonstrations with option to ask and view virtual simulation
➢

For all four events there were multiple product specialists and salespersons as booth personnel

Compiled by the author
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Appendix 12: Example of transcribed and coded interview

Interview ISH_7, 24.06.2021:
Interview partner: ISH_7 (Media Design)

Paragraph

Transcript

1

CR: First of all, it's about the ISH trade show and now I would simply have
been interested if the trade show had taken place normally, i.e. traditionally,
physically, how would the planning, execution and evaluation at your booth
have proceeded? What would I now have expected as a visitor at your booth
and how would that have been planned?
ISH_7: Yes, the luck was, let's say now to ISH, we would have had a completely new product, which we would have presented or introduced at ISH. We
would then have built up and expanded the entire booth plan or the entire booth
concept according to the new product, designed and developed new flyers, new
brochures. Of course, the tried-and-tested products that we have in our inventory so far will also be there.
ISH_7: Yes, and there we would have thought about a story around it, which
unfortunately did not come about, that we attract customers to our booth for
our new product.
CR: That means there would have been a new stand concept. What would it
have looked like in terms of personnel? Who would normally be at your booth?
ISH_7: At the booth itself, there is usually one of the two managing directors
or both, depending on the time available. Then the product developer or person
responsible is always at the booth and of course our sales staff. It depends, so
we try to cover the different countries, so in any case German-speaking, English-speaking and French-speaking sales staff, but of course we also have some
who can speak Russian. So we just try to show our customers that we produce
in Germany, but we are represented worldwide and can also handle every customer in the language, I say now.
CR: Design-wise, in terms of the booth and also, I'll say the booth modules, is
that more product-centric or is there also a catering area? What does the whole
thing normally look like?
ISH_7: Yes, we always have a launch area where you can sit down and have a
quiet chat. Then there is a counter or a bar, where there is definitely catering,
where there are various cold drinks, hot drinks, but also a small lunch. So we
already had soups, but we also offered small wraps or something like that.
Which is quite fast for the visitors. If they stand there at the counter and quickly
slide in a wrap, it's of course faster than if they were to eat a schnitzel or something like that. Exactly, and in the other area we of course have our podiums,
product podiums, where we display our products accordingly. It can also be
that we exhibit something where a product is used, but that would not have
been the case at the ISH. Exactly, then there is usually another screen where,
for example, a video is shown. We made an assembly film especially for our
new product, for example, which we would have shown at the ISH. This would
have been shown on the screen, for example. Yes, and at the product podiums
there are of course the brochures, the flyers that we have. Yes, exactly.
CR: What about the, I'll call it now, evaluation of success, whether the trade
show was a success. How do you determine that in retrospect?
ISH_7: We make it dependent on, so how many visitors were at the trade fair
overall, so what are the statistics from the trade fair, how many visitors were
there. And how many potential trade fair contacts we made. Potential in the
sense that, as you know, there are also many people walking around who
simply want to sell something in terms of products. Of course, we don't count
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them in, but people who are really interested in our products, if not customers
who have simply visited us again. It's worth a lot if they recognize us at our
booth, I'd say, and visit us again. And so, after the trade show, we then make
an evaluation with the trade show contacts that we note down, of course.
CR: What would you spontaneously say are the most important factors for a
trade show to be successful?
ISH_7: On the one hand, attracting customers or making interested parties curious in advance that you have something new. It doesn't matter what in the
end. Building up the excitement and then, of course, greeting the customers or
interested parties in a friendly manner at the trade fair stand.
ISH_7: An open, bright booth, so that people really want to come to the booth
and think about something that arouses their interest.
CR: Everything turned out differently this year. The ISH did not take place
physically, but digitally. What was the planning process like? Which ones
were made and what was finally decided on?
ISH_7: Yes, of course we presented our product anyway, no question. After
all, it is new to the market. But, of course, you have to rethink. You couldn't
put up a pedestal with a cloth hanging over it, but you had to think about what
you were doing digitally. And then we actually created a digital showroom. So
we linked it from the trade fair platform, I would say. So we practically set up
a digital showroom, launched the products and tried to direct customers from
the online trade show to our digital showroom. Exactly, otherwise the ISH was
online like a landing page for us, and of course we also showed what else we
do there. So we didn't just show that we are active in this area, but we also
showed the other areas in which we are active. Because the ISH would have
been the first time in years where we would have gone, where we would have
drawn attention to ourselves again, I would say, exactly.
CR: That means you haven't always attended ISH in the past?
ISH_7: Exactly. I have been with ISH_7 for three years now, and we have not
participated in ISH for the last three years. That's why I couldn't judge now
how the visitor numbers would have been.
CR: Okay, so that means you would have participated to push the new product
even more, or were there other considerations as to why you're participating
again now?
ISH_7: Yes, to show, we are still on the market. We have a new product now,
we are new again now. We have created a group there, a new sales group with
four people, now there are five people who have developed this product. And
exactly, we have been building valves for 70 years and now we have something
new again in the building services sector and we wanted to show that at ISH.
That's why the decision for the ISH was that we go there.
CR: So you had the digital showroom. That was then in the form, I assume,
that you could really click through like in a digital environment, a digital
space?
ISH_7: Exactly, 3D-like. You could turn around, you could, I'm going to say
walk in, in quotation marks. You could play a video, you could go to the website, you could look at the brochure, 3D data, yes.
CR: There was certainly someone there to talk to. It was certainly not a purely
digital offering. How was it designed? Who was available, how did I reach
them?
ISH_7: With the trade fair stand, it was actually the case that we didn't do that.
We just gave our general contact details of course. So email or phone. We
hadn't yet reached the point where we said, "Okay, we're going to introduce a
chat, we're going to introduce an appointment calendar." We hadn't thought
that far ahead. In retrospect, that would probably have been better, yes.
CR: Okay, that means I, who would now have found myself in your virtual
showroom as an interested party, would have clicked through. And if I needed
to contact you, I would have simply called a number or written to an e-mail
address. Right?
ISH_7: Exactly, right.
CR: I understand now what you did, but was it a success?
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ISH_7: Well, I can now only reproduce what I heard from my colleagues, and
they said: "No, it was not a success. It was a waste of money. We shouldn't
have participated there."
ISH_7: The problem with online trade fairs is that you have to actively search
for visitors or contacts, because no one approaches you, I would say. So at the
trade show, someone walks by the booth, looks in and you can talk to them.
That doesn't happen online, of course. And it has also been difficult for the
sales staff to adjust to approaching customers and not having customers approach us. So they have to actively look for customers. And it was probably
also the case that a lot of suppliers were there to sell parts or materials. So not
the customers themselves at all, but very very many suppliers.
CR: What would have had to be different for the whole thing to have been
successful? So what could be a success factor or several success factors of this
trade fair concept?
ISH_7: Yes, so the user interface would have to be adapted or changed, in the
sense of, how should I describe it, do you know the platform? Do you know
what it looked like?
CR: I heard how it worked but didn't hear in detail what it looked like.
ISH_7: Okay, so it was like this, for example, that for all those who were stored
as contact persons at ISH_7, all the same visitors were displayed who were at
our, I'll say it now, trade fair stand. And so it was impossible to assess: "Has
he already been contacted? Has he not been contacted yet? Do I still have to
contact him?" Unfortunately, that didn't work or wasn't intended to work that
way.
ISH_7: Establishing contact in general, as I said, the colleagues had difficulties
approaching the customers. But that is due to the sales department, it is not due
to ISH.
CR: So on the one hand, if I'm hearing this correctly, the technical possibilities
were very limited and then the sales department was also not, I'll say, motivated to work with the tool?
ISH_7: Motivated, yes, they have made an effort. But it is a change for everyone. And it was the first online trade show we had, the ISH. I suspect that if it
had come later in the year, the sales staff would have been prepared differently.
After asking what else could have been done, i.e., whether there should now
be certain workshops on how to proceed with online trade fairs, there was also
no feedback from colleagues.
CR: Maybe you're not so convinced by the concept, in which case maybe the
training would have...
ISH_7: Well, as I said, we have now participated in six different online trade
fairs in total and we were not really convinced by any online trade fair that it,
it sounds strange now, but it made sense for us to exhibit there.
ISH_7: Well, I suspect that we would have made more contacts if we had actually been there. Because you can simply see who is walking through the halls
there, you can also approach someone spontaneously. And all that is not possible online. So you can't see whether anyone is walking through the halls, I'd
say. How many visitors are there? And it's clear that the suppliers then take the
opportunity to contact you.
CR: The dynamic is missing?
ISH_7: Yes.
CR: Well, what would you now see as the role of the virtual trade show in the
future, even if physical trade fairs are possible again?
ISH_7: In my opinion, digital trade shows don't stand a chance.
CR: Not a hybrid model either?
ISH_7: No, I don't think so. Except for foreign countries, of course. For those
who have to travel a long way, it's of course great if they can take a quick look
online. That's true, of course, yes.
CR: Have you had any returns to the digital portfolio - I mean, you created the
showroom especially for the trade show? That you say, "Okay, the trade show
itself wasn't successful, but we were able to take away takeaways or something
from our normal digital activities, marketing activities?
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ISH_7: Yes, so it's still online. Not at the moment, because we have a legal
problem at the moment, but basically we still have it online. We have continued to advertise with it, independently of the trade show. So that was a success,
let's put it that way. But whether the trade fair was decisive for that, I would
now put that in the background.
CR: So more of a trigger that you did it, but yeah, you might have done it
differently?
ISH_7: Well, let's put it this way, we were there and we were seen. If we hadn't
been there, we probably would have been missed. But we showed ourselves,
we were there, we were there as contact persons, over all five days.
ISH_7: That's also questionable, whether it really has to go five days.
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CR: That means with digital now?
ISH_7: Exactly, with digital, of course.
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CR: I would actually be at the end now. Is there anything else that I didn't ask
or that you would like to add? Where you say, "Okay, this is still burning on
my mind, I want to get this off my chest."
ISH_7: No, I can't think of anything right now. As I said, if you still need
comparisons to other trade fairs. As I said, we were at six online trade fairs.
There were differences galore.
CR: What were the big differences there?
ISH_7: Yes, for example, last year in October we were already at a virtual
trade show, that was the Hydrogen Online Conference. And that was actually
a 3D trade show booth with real avatars that were made. I had to send photos
of our sales staff there. And you could actually, I'll say, walk through the exhibition halls and there were 3D exhibition booths everywhere. We participated in the other virtual trade shows, i.e. ISH, Hannover Messe, and Achema
Pulse, which were all landing pages. That is, it was all one page, where products were shown and a bit of text. But, to put it bluntly, I can also go to the
company's website for that. So yes, it was just a list of exhibitors, you had to
search there, the exhibitor and then you could just look at the products. That's
how I noticed that they worked with programs, that they just created landing
pages.
CR: So you would say, "If virtual trade show, then in a virtual space, then
completely."?
ISH_7: Exactly. It's okay if the trade fair feeling comes up a bit and is played
out, I'd say. But it's probably more work for them to design the booths accordingly. I mean, setting up a landing page is easier than setting up a 3D trade
show booth. That's probably another reason. And, of course, the different packages that are available from each trade fair. But, of course, that also depends
on what kind of trade show it is and how long it lasts.
ISH_7: The ISH lasted five days, the Achema Pulse, for example, only lasted
two days, which I think is also better. Because what do I want for five days at
an online trade fair? I mean, when you go to a trade fair, you only go for one
day, if at all. And online you can arrange it accordingly because you're sitting
in your home office or in the office and can take an hour or two. It's not like
you have to plan a trip or an overnight stay.
CR: That's right, and you can then also switch much more quickly, I would
say, between the offers.
ISH_7: Which is nice, of course, if then the foreign customers can of course
also come online at any time and contact us or interested parties. And, as I said,
don't have to fly here first or make a big effort to contact us in general.
ISH_7: But in conclusion, as I said, I don't think online trade shows will catch
on, but I'm curious.
CR: I am, too.
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Appendix 13: Observation protocol Geotherm

Observation virtual trade show Geotherm, 25.06.2021, 9:30 – 10:00

The physical setting:
The physical setting consisted of a virtual replication of two halves of an exhibition hall
called Baden Arena with a foyer in between. The original exhibition hall is located in
Offenburg (Germany), where the physical trade show usually takes place. Generally, the
virtual surrounding resembled a 3D computer game of the 2000s. Similar to the physical
trade show, there were booths of different exhibitors that looked different but seemed to
have a standard core design that suited the environment (see Figure 1). In addition to the
booths, there were advertising banners with the logos of some companies and information
panels between them (see Figure 2).
Moreover, the front sides (opposite to the entrances) were occupied by two convention
stages (see Figures 5, 6). Next to them were cabinets that enabled a shortcut between them
and the foyer through teleporting (see Figure 9). In the latter was also an information
booth hosted by the trade show organization (see Figure 8). Finally, different design objects, such as benches and plants, complemented the environment.
The context of this surrounding was the trade show Geotherm for the geothermal industry
sector. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it had been transferred into a virtual environment. The setting was allocated according to the original physical trade show in order to
facilitate the same behavior, meaning moving between booths, gathering information at
the booths by linking to the corresponding offers (in this case, digital services, such as
the generic website but also specific videos), attending to the conventions, and interacting
among the participants via a video chat function (see Figures 4, 11). Overall, it was a
game environment where avatars move and interact with links to external digital services
(websites, videos, presentations, video-chat portals) (see Figure 3).
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The participants:
The participants in the setting were mainly representatives of the trade show organization,
exhibiting companies and institutions, visiting companies and institutions, and industry
experts. During the observation, about 120 attendants were listed.
Everyone could have participated. However, it was necessary to buy a ticket and create
an avatar (Name, picture of person, picture of organization). The audience was, of course,
almost entirely professional, as it could be expected at such an industry-specific B2B
trade show.

Activities and interactions:
After creating the avatar and before entering the virtual environment, an introduction to
the functions was given, and the control was checked. The following observed interactions of the participants appeared to be straightforward. Most of the avatars seemed to
move to a dedicated destination instead of possibly strolling between the booths. Apart
from that, most activities and interactions resembled the ones in a physical trade show
setting. In most virtual booths was at least one representative avatar of the company. Of
course, it was not visible how active the user behind really was. It appeared that some
avatars were just parked at outside the main alleys. Partially, two avatars had a conversation with each other which was indicated by a specific color label (see Figure 11). However, most visitors spend their time attending the conventions listening to industry experts
who gave lectures about different topics.

Conversation and subtle factors:
Conversations were conducted in private via the video-call function, thus could not be
observed or listened to. The same applies to informal activities, physical cues, and nonverbal communication. It may have occurred but could not be observed due to the restrictions of the virtual environment. In general, everything seemed to be executed as
planned. Nothing unforeseen happened and vice versa.
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Your own behavior:
My role was one of a total observer. Like the other participants, my avatar was visible,
but I did not interact directly with anyone, and it is not likely that my appearance affected
anyone’s behavior. Probably nobody knew my name, and my institution is not of relevance in the industry. The observation I conducted was kept secret. Any other participant
could not recognize the screenshots I took. I intended to get insights into a virtual trade
show environment representing the approach of a virtual copy of the typical physical setting and contribute to answering my thesis's research questions.

Figure 1: Virtual exhibition hall with booths

Figure 2: Virtual information panels
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Figure 3: Avatar Example

Figure 5: Virtual congress example

Figure 6: Virtual congress from outside
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Figure 4: Video call function
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Figure 7: Integrated video in virtual booth design
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Figure 8: Virtual information counter

Figure 9: Teleporting function for avatars
Figure 10: Virtual foyer as point of entrance

Figure 11: Trade show map with register of exhibitors

Figure 12: Video call example

Figure 13: Register of attendants
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